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INTRODUCTION 

This is a serial publication containing se- 
lected translations on all categories of economic 
subjects and on geography. This report contains 
translations on subjects listed in the table of 
contents below. The translations are arranged 
alphabetically by country. 
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EAST GERMANY 

The Development of the Chemical Industry— 
Review and Preview 

[This is a translation of an article by 
Walter Singer in Chemische Technik, No 9, 
September 1959, Berlin, pages ^67-^70; 
CSO: 3276-N/1J 

Ten years is historically a short time, especially in the 
chemical industry, where, as is well known, new developments 
always take a relatively long time. 

On the other hand, a tremendous amount can be done in ten 
years if the technical, scientific, and production develop- 
ment is freed of the inhibitions of the capitalist profit 
drive and is furthered by the enthousiastic devotion of the 
workers, as has been the case in.our chemical industry since 
the establishment of the German Democratic Republic. 

We now stand at the outset of the 
first German chemistry program, which 
is the largest undertaking [to date] 
of the chemical industry, and note 
that we are in a very favorable po- 
sition to start such an undertaking. 
We should remember how the situation 
was 10 years ago and review what has 
been accomplished during these past 
ten years through the combined ef- 
forts of all the employees of the 
chemical industry. 

The level of the sulfuric acid 
production is often taken throughout 
the world as a criterion of the level 
of the chemical industry. Let us 
thus examine the development curve 
[of sulfuric acid production] in the 
GDR from 19l+9 until today and the 
planned development until 1965 (Fig- 
ure 1). This examination does not 
need,any further explanation. 
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Figure 1 

Development of Sulfuric 
Acid Production, 

194-9-1965 

 GDR consumption 1936 



Today the efforts in the sulfuric acid factories no ~~ 
longer center around the many small concerns and make- 
shifts of former years. Today, for example, we produce 
the cheapest sulfuric acid in the world in the leading 
sulfuric acid plant in Wolfen'and have attained the high- 
est specific apparatus yield. In a few years, in Coswig, 
we will have the largest and at the same time the most 
modern sulfuric acid plant in the world. The plant will 
have a capacity of 300,000 tons of SO3 and will also oper- 
ate with domestic raw materials. In the existing sulfurie 
acid plants, hard physical labor is gradually being re- 
placed with increased mechanization and automation of the 
individual production processes. 

The production of soda, which is an important base sub- 
stance not only for many chemical products—including wash- 
ing powders—but also for the glass industry, is also gen- 

erally considered a criterion of 
the state of economic development. 
Figure 2 shows the increased pro- 
duction made possible by the build- 
ing of new units In Stassfurt and 
Bernburg during the last ten years. 
Since the demand is also satisfied 
for the near future, the further 
development will lie in improving 
the quality and further reducing the 
costs. 
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Figure 2 

Development of Soda 
Production, 19^9 to 

196^ 

In contrast to the situation of 
former years, the amount of chlor- 
ine produced is of decisive impor- 
tance for the rapid develop of or- 
ganic chemical production—for ex- 
ample, for solvents and plastics. 
While up to now the demand for sod- 
ium hydroxide has determined the 
amount of chlorine available—and 

chlorine had to be destroyed for many years—the demand for 
chlorine production has now become and will continue to be 
the determining factor. Thus, in perspective, chlorine 
production processes which yield not sodium hydroxide but 
another valuable product will gain in importance. The cur- 
rent development projects will make it possible to put such 
procedures into operation already within the next few years. 
Until-then, the necessary production increase will be carried 
out through new buildings, using newly de eloped electrolysis 
cells with a load fo 50,000 amperes, as well as through the 
intensification of existing electrolysis installations— 



for example, by the incorporation of fluted or comb cathode 
baths. With the planned increase in the production of chlor- 
ine up to 196^, the organic chemical industry will have a 
good basis for development. 

Even though the development concentrated at first on as- 
suring the production of the decisive inorganic basic chemi- 
cals, the production of basic organic chemical was not neg- 
lected. 

A basis for this branch of the chemical industry, and so 
far the only basis for the production of synthetic rubber and 
thermoplastics, was the production of. calcium carbide. This 
production also formed the decisive basis for the production 
of basic aliphatic chemicals. The production of calcium car- 
bide, however, was less a technical problem of the chemical 
industrv than a problem of electric power production. If 
today we consider with pride the development of the carbide 
production over the past ten years, the credit is due to a 
large extent to our colleagues In two other branches of the 
industry? those of power production and power machine-build- 
ing, whose great achievements made this progress possible. 

In the chemical industry proper, the development led to 
carbide oven units with higher yields, which at present are 
characterized by a power intake of *+0,000 kilowatts per oven 
unit. 

Figure 3 indicates that the carbide production will fur- 
ther increase sharply in the future, within the framework of 

the chemistry program. For this 
purpose, new carbide ovens are be- 
ing erected in Buna and Piesteritz 
and at the same time the existing 
ovens are being rebuilt along the 
lines of the most modern technical 
developments. The capacity of all 
installed carbide ovens will con- 
siderably exceed the planned car- 
bide production. This fact is es- 
pecially noteworthy. In this man- 
ner the carbide factories can be 
used for the so-called "dark regu- 
lation" of the power network, in 
that the load on the ovens can be 
widely varied to coordinate with 
the varying demands of the rest of 
the economy; specifically, they 
can be used for maximal current use 
during the night. 
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Figure 3 

Development of Calcium 
Carbide Production— 

19^9-1965 



With these developments, the VEB Buna Chemical Plant will 
be not only the largest carbide factory in the world but 
will also be in the lead as far as the technology of the car- 
bide production is concerned. 

Every specialist will be aware of the possibilities of 
organic chemical production associated with this tremendous 
carbide basis; thus the production of synthetic rubber will 
be considerably increased, with emphasis on the new types of 

rubber, such as Buna S*+T, and the 
use of such new procedures as low- 
temperature polymerization. The 
greatest development will take 
place in thermoplastics, especial- 
ly those made on the basis of vinyl 
compounds. An especially typical 
example of this is shown in Figure 
h.    This figures gives the actual 
or planned production development 
of PVC from 19**9 to 1965. The 
great development of PVC is charac- 
teristic of the rapid development 
of all thermoplastics. Even now 
t e GDR produces the cheapest PVC 
in the world, in unsurpassed good 
quality. In 1965 the GDR will be 
among the largest producers of PVC 
in the world. 
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Figure h 

Development of PVC [poly- . In 19^9, lignite chemistry— 
vinylchloride] Produc-   another basis for organic chemis- 
tion, 19^9 to 1965      try production—after the worst of 

the war damage had been repaired, 
was in a relatively favorable starting position. It was 
thus possible to realize, in the existing plants, the neces- 
sary increase in the production of—for example—fuels, by 
mobilizing the inner reserve capacities, by technical-scien- 
tific improvements, and by raw material changes, such as 
from tar to petroleum. In this connection the tremendous 
achievement of the workers in the lignite pits who, without 
tiring and under the most difficult conditions, made the 
production of the chemical industry possible must be remem- 
bered. 

Increasing quantities of petroleum have been used over 
the past few years as another raw material for the organic 
chemistry industry. However, the proportion of petroleum 
to lignite was relatively low and reached about 38 percent 
in 1959. In 1965» however, the proportion of petroleum will 



make up 76 percent of the total 8 million tons of hydrocar- 
bons raw materials used, and will thus create the prerequi- 
sites for a modern petrochemistry in the GDR. We will than 
have not only such new raw materials as the olefins—in par- 
ticular ethylene—but also the moot important aromatic sub- 
stances, such as benzine and toluene, and particularly the 
xylenes. These substances previously had to be imported, 
since, as is known, the GDR does not have large anthracite 
deposits. 

The center for the development of petrochemistry will be 
in the Halle-Leuna region until 1965. Ethylene, for exam- 
ple, is produced in Leuna, by cracking light petroleum frac- 
tions. This is done by procedures which also yield a high 
proportion of aromatic substances. This quantity of ethy- 
lene makes it possible to build•plants with a capacity of 
several 10,000 tons for the manufacture of polyethylene, 
by both high-pressure and low-pressure methods. At the same 
time, a considerable quantity of acetylene will become avail- 
able. The latter previously had to be used for the manufac- 
ture of ethylene by hydrogenation, as in the production of 
ethyl-benzine, styrene, ethylene oxide, and other products. 

It is of very great significance for the development of 
the chemical industry of the GDR that benzine, which was a 
typical product of anthracite chemistry, will also be avail- 

able in the future in great quantities 
on a petrochemical basis. Mixtures 
containing aromatic substances of the 
most varied origins are processed for 
this purpose, such as condensates from 
ethylene cokers, natural gas cracking 
units, platformers, etc. 

The domestic production of great 
quantities of benzine makes it possi- 
ble to build a plant in Leuna for the 
manufacture of synthetic phenol ac- 
cording to the cumene procedure (see 
Figure 5). This in turn leads to an 
increase in the caprolactam production 
for dederon production in such plants 
as the Guben Chemical Fiber Combine. 

The xylenes, especially o-xylene, 
are available in such a large quantity 
as products of petrochemistry in Boeh- 
len and Schwedt that they not only 
assure the supply of DMT [not identified] 
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Figure 5 

Production of Pure 
Phenol, 19*+9-1965 



for lanon fiber production iri the Guben Chemical Fiber " i 
Combine but also to a large extent satisfy the increasing 
'demand for phthalic acid, especially for plasticizers. For 
this purpose a plant for the.production of phthalic acid 
from o-xylene is  also being built in Buna; 

Aside from the development of petrochemistry in the 
Halle-Leuna region up to 1965, a new center for fuel pro- 
duction is being created by the building of the Schwedt 
Petroleum Combine. This center will also serve as a basis 
for the rapid development of petrochemical production after 
1965. By 1965» h  million tons of Soviet petroleum will be 
processed in Schwedt. The oil is brought to the plant by 
pipeline and processed. A technically simple distillation 
procedure is planned for the near future. The technical de- 
velopment of the plant will be, up to the most modern techni- 
cal standards and will permit a.  productivity 12 times as 
high as that of existing fuel plants. Until 1965 Schwedt 
will be primarily a fuel production plant, concerned with 
the adequate supply of fuel and will contribute especially 
to the heating oil supply. It will, however, contribute 
aromatic substances for the chemical industry from 1963 on. 
Within the framework of the development of petrochemistry, 
as a basis for organic chemical production, the production 
of fuels can no longer be separated from the production of 
petrochemical products. This is illustrated, for examplle, 
in the platforming procedure, which was developed originally 
to improve the properties of carburetor fuels and which now 
provides at the same time the raw materials for the produc- 

tion of aromatic substances. 
...   ,     .     ,     ,     ,,.,,, 
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Figure 6 

Production of Syn- 
thetic Fibers, 19^9- 

1965 

As in the case of plastics, the 
manufacture of chemical fibers can 
only proceed when the production of 
basic chemicals is adequately devel- 
oped. The production of regenerated 
fibers, such as cellulose, could thus 
really develop only with an increase 
in the production of inorganic basic 
chemicals,'such as sulfuric acid and 
sodium hydroxide. This is clearly 
expressed in the increase from about 
^0,000 tons in 19*+9 to almost 150,000 
tons in 1959. The,production of syn- 
thetic fibers like dederon developed 
almost explosively. A trial produc- 
tion of about 300 tons was made in 
1950 and S,000 tons is being produced 
in 1959 (see Figure 6). The Seven- 
Year Plan provides for a further 
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large development 0 Aside from the further development of the 
production of PC> the oldest synthetic fiber, the production 
of polyacrylonitriie fibers and dederon silks is to be ex- 
panded further9 and the production of lanon fibers and lanon 
silk is to be put into operation* The central point for 
these developments is the now Guben Chemical Fiber Combine. 
By means of the most modern technical eduipriient, the work 
productivity will be three times äs g/eät as at present; 
By 1965" the volume of synthetic fibers produced in the GDR 
will be five times as"high as in 1959« Three quarters of 
this will consist of woäl type fibersU In this manner' the 
quality of our textiles is being considerably improved with 
the help of chemistry, 

Paints and lacquers are of great significance for the total 
economy, not only as protectors against corrosion but also 
for esthetic purposes. In 19^9 the production of lacquers 
and paints was less than 50,000 tons« It was insufficient, 
from the point, of view of both quantity and quality„ Further- 
more, all important raw materials had to be importedc That 
the production multiplied two and one-half time during the 
past years, and that only 0*05percent of the total production 
has to be imported indicates the considerable development 
that took place in this branch of specialized chemical pro- 
duction» The production of lacquers and paints is to increase 
further to about 280,000 tons by 1965. At the same time, the 
approximately 53000 different types are to be reduced to 1,500, 
and the production is to be concentrated in fewer than ho 
plantSo By means of the above measures, but also by the 
modernization of the technical equipment, the work productivity 
can be increased threefold. Of special significance is the 
planned quality improvement« In this manner the world standard 
will be reached within the next few years for all important 
products of this production branch» 

A very diversified branch of chemical production is the 
industrial branch for rubber products, which manufactures hot 
only tires for motor vehicles, conveyor belts, etc, but also 
an infinite variety of about 25,000 different technical rub- 
ber products. Taking into consideration the diversity of the 
production and its importance to almost all parts of the eco- 
nomy, the production increase of the past ten years3 which 
amounted to an increase of 300 to-MOO percent in almost all 
production groups, is an especially great achievement. If we 
now consider the goals of the Seven-Year Plan In this indus- 
trial branch, we note that they concern especlally--aside from 
a further considerable production increase of 230 percent inr 



the production of tires for motor vehicles alone and a mül- 
tiplicatiöh of the present production output for many products 
of the .rubber industry--a plannedimprovement in the quality 
of the;products and a far ^-reaching mechanization of the prb- 
ducfcloh plants. ;vThusy for instance., the durability-of tires 
for motor ivehlcles is to be increased by at, least 50 percent, 
the- dosage^lnd inixihg of the initial materials' is to be mech- 
anized in.: the manufactuMnf process, and assembly line pro- 
duction methods* are- to^ be introduced,Into the production of 
findshed- products by means of special».machinery. ' 

An especially difficult situation existed in pharmaaeuti- 
'Cals in 19^9« All.large pharmaceutical producers, especial- 
ly those "manufacturing pharmaceutical bases, were located in 
West Germanyf only afewproeucers of galenic products and 
mixed pharmaceuticals were located in the.territory of the 

;-.GpR,;- The. fact that today we-can .supply 95 percent of the 
needed pharmaceuticals ■ from domestic .production indicates a 
tremendous technical- and.: scientific achievement which'was; 
..accompliähed; without-fanfare^ and of. which the' public has >, 
noted little-more than a steadily improving supply* Thus .:.?'.. 
.today^.all significant antibiotics^ such as penicillin, strep- 
tomycin, oxytetracyclin* etc, and a large assortment of ;^ 
modern sulfonamiates are park,of the regular productioao In 

v- .some Instances this has -been so. for many years» ; To cite a 
few other examples, the :same is/true of p^yrazolones,;sali-^ 
cylates, and purine derivatives, as well as the most diversi- 
fied, vitamins and hormones-» The most important1 glucosides and 
alkaloids are now available is sufficient quantifies0 One 

.:0an say,.today that practically all drugs needed for the-prac- 
tice of modern therapy are produced:domestically.'    ' .: 

Perhaps this development from nothing;to the actual high 
standard, of our pharmaceutical production is best illustrated 

. by the :fact that the pharmaceutical preparations of the GDR 
. are- already exported to :many countries, and have won a repu- 
tation and confidencei1 This excellent development will now 

: be continued within the framework of the chemistry program. 
The^production and the work productivity-'will increase by 200 
percent* A continuous expansion of the assortment of drugs 
available, a definite improvement in the packaging> and a 
.greater, variety of forms in.which drugs, are available, as well 
.as extensive changes in the specialization and concentration 
of the production and modernization of the manufacturing plants 
will be among the important changes made In the pharmaceutical 
industry. ■ ■.■........::.''-•.•• ■■■".■-'■rrr:^  ;:-rV:> 
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On the basiö of preferential development of basic chemi- 
cals, it was also possible to develop over the past ten 
years a group of chemical speciality prpducts which, as con- 
sumer goods, directly demonstrate the success of the chemical 
industry fco all employees* Wriö;Still remembers the kaolin 
soap that was obtainable oh itetilft coupons in 19^9 when to- 
day one can buy any type of toilft Soap one desires? It is 
a simple example, but it perhaps'best demonstrates the tre- 
mendous development of the chemical industry in the GDR* 
It was necessary to build up the fatty acid synthesis by 
paraffin oxidation and create a capacity for the separation 
of fats and fatty alcohols, etc. Let us not forget the many 
other products of chemistry which"determine the appearance 
and odor of chemical consumer goods. We note as a result of 
the work of the last ten years that the demand for all impor- 
tant products of this type, such as washing powders, soaps, 
cosmetic and household chemical products is adequately cov- 
ered by an assortment of products. The main task over the 
next few years is to improve the quality of the products, 
especially from the point of view of appearance, in such a 
manner that they correspond from all points of view to the 
very high world standard. For this, new facilities for the 
production of high-quality primary substances, such as fatty 
alcohols and alkylarylsulfonates will be created, and the 
technology of the various production processes of the final 
products will be improved. 

At the same time there will be a specialization and concen- 
tration of the production in this field, which is still scat- 
tered from former years. An orientation of the production 
to fewer products of the highest quality will take place, 
with due consideration to the fact that it is necessary to 
have many different products. 

It was not the aim of this survey to treat extensively all 
the problems of the development of the chemical industry, but 
it is good to review, especially at the beginning of a new 
period which plans further development by the largest and 
most inclusive program, the situation as it existed in the 
years of the founding of the German Democratic Republic, and 
to consider the steep climb as well as the great successes 
achieved and to compare them with the tasks that are before us. 
We turn now to the future. We know that the chemistry pro- 
gram is of great significance to the victory of socialism in 
the GDR, and we are full of courage and enthusiasm. Our cour- 
age is the courage of the conviction that the workers of our 
chemical industry, who have successfully climbed the steep 



path of the chemical industry from 1^9 until today and have 
acquired greater knowledge, greater know-how, and greater 
self-assurande with each step, will bring the great chemistry 
program, which starts.Uflder infinitely better conditions, to 
a successful end» ;   .;...! . 

Footnote 

%e refer in this connection to an article published in our 
issue No 10 of 1959)- entitled "The Caffeine Production In-4 

stallation of the VEB Radebeul Chemical Plant As an Example 
of the Building Up of the Pharmaceutical Industry of the 
German Democratic Republice" Unfortunately, it was impossi- 
ble because of the deadline to include this contribution in 
the Anniversary Issue. [Editor] 

1331 
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EAST GERMANY 

The Development of Personnel, for the Chemical Industry , 

[This is a translation of an article by 
Wolfgang Goebel of the State Secretariat 
for Advanced and technical Schools, in 
Chemische Technik, No %• .September 1959» 
Berlin, pages to-^; CSÖV32^N/2j 

Since the founding of the GDR, great efforts have.been made 
by the universities and the technical and trade schools to 
provide the people-owned industry with not only 'sufficient - 
but also technically superior engineers, natural scientists, 
and economists. Although approximately 2,000 certified 
chemists (Diplom-Chemiker) and 5»000 certified engineers 
(Diplom-Ingenieure) have graduated from our institutions of 
higher learning since 19^9, it is apparant that far from 
enough staff personnel is available to attain the ratio of 
professional and technical personnel to the total labor force 
that was called for by Walter Ulbricht at the First German 
Chemistry Conference. Thus, all universities and technical 
schools are faced with the task of training, in minimum time, 
a much greater staff of technicians, scientists, and econo- 
mists for the chemical industry within the? next few years. 

In order to achieve this, it is necessary to develop new 
forms of study in addition to those already in existence. 
These forms must have the following characteristics: 

1. The students will not be removed from production. 

2. The material learned must be immediately usable in 
practical work. 

3. The correlation of theory and practice must be at its 
optimum during training. 

h.  The guidance during the laboratory sessions and exer- 
cises must be so intensive that the studies are completed 
within the shortest possible time. 

5. The new study plans must be adapted to each subject and 
to the possibilities of the training institution. Any type of 
schematization is to be avoided. 

11 



What bases have been created since the existence of the 
first German Worker-Farmer State for the achievement of the 
plans by 1965?; What has tö be done during the coming years? 

Mew Training Institutions 

Destroyed institutes and ehgiheer|iig schools were a heri- 
tage from the Nazi regimes It was thus essential to rebuild 
the destroyed and damaged institutes of learning. Beyond 
this, completely new universities and engineering schools 
were built. The enumeration of a few examples should suffice. 
New institutes for inorganic and organic chemistry, öapable 
of accommodating 100 chemistry students each yeärj were 
built at the Karl Marx university in Leipzig and at the 
Martin Luther university in Halle-Wittenberg. A completely 
new complex of buildings was erected at the Mining Academy 
■(Berg-Akademie) in Freiberg Sa. This complex houses all 
chemical departments and has also made it possible for the 
last few years to train certified chemists at Freiberg, New 
technical schools have been created in Karl Marx Stadt, 
Ilmenau, Magdeburg, and Merseburg, which train certified en- 
gineers in machine-building, electronics, chemical instru- 
ment building, system engineering, as well as certified chem- 
ists. The graduates of the technical schools mentioned 
above play a decisive role in the chemistry program. 

The Polytechnical Institute for Chemistry (Technische 
Hochschule fuer Chemie) in Leuna-Merseburg is already today 
the largest training center for chemists in .Germany j 160 
chemistry students register there yearly. This number will , 
soon increase to 200* The building of the Faculty on Meta- 
bolism will be practically completed by 1965, There has been 
a Department of System Engineering at this polytechnical in- 
stitute since 1958. In 1959 this institute will admit for 
the first time 100 full-time students who will receive for 
the time being their basic training at the Polytechnical 
Institute in Dresden and also probably 50 evening students. 
From I960 on this department will admit 200 full-time students 
each year. In this manner the urgent demand for system eft-* 
gineers in the chemical industry will be satisfied in a fore- 
seeably short period of time. At the same time the employees 
of the chemical industries located in the vicinity will have 
an opportunity to change their qualification from chemical 
engineer to certified engineer of system engineering by .'en* 
rolling in the evening program. Furthermore, the polytechni- 
cal Institute trains about 80 economists for the chemical 
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industry per year« Approximately 2*000 students, will be en- 
rolled in the three departments of the Polytechnical. Insti* 
tute by 1965.  '  ■-.: : .■■■•. •'•■ ' ; ■'> ±..- :jc'.:-r 

Completely new chemical institutes will also be built at 
the Rostock University, New chemical institutes and teaching 
facilities are also being added to other polytechnical insti- 

. tutes • and technical sc&polsi;and existing facilities are 
being Enlarged* ,. ■■ v/sfe- ■.;•■/■>.• 

New Spirit, New Content, and New Stüdy^Forms: \ 

The ideological discussions -in whisdh socialist technicians 
are trained have resulted in;a new. spirit at the polytechnical 
institutes and- technical schools*, This is especially jappar* 
ent in the hew forms and. the new*content of the studies. ... 
The socialist education, princlple^has •• succeeded! ■■.-.- . i >: 

■: The individual program oi; study» in effect until.now, is 
gradually being replaced: by collective studies. The werfe in 
the seminar groupfe has improved.: so»much thatythe first. col- 
lect ive- cotild participate; inl a competition for the: title 
"Group öf Socialist: Student si'^.T^^ have aj~ 
ready become ^apparent, aith-ough the, socialist, collectives 
have existed only for a short :perd.od; of time.* For instance, 
the students of what,is now third-year chemistry at the 
Martin Luther: University in' Halle-Wittenberg were; the first 
to carry out a new type of factory training program.,: which 
was then taken, in an improved form» during the summer months 
by the students of- the Humboldt University In Berlin» #hls 
new program of correlation of studies «and practice.was devel- 
oped for the students of Halle by Prof Dr Bunge, to whose 
technical direction much of the ,scredit .for the .success of 
this training program is duev The preparation and super- 
vision of this program for the students of Berlin was in the 
hands of the certified chemists, Heinz and Hertzog, of the 
First Chemistry Institute. All the students who are now in 
third-year-chemistry :at the Halle University finished their 
practical work one month ahead ;of schedule. In this extra, 
month the completed additionalspractical work, so that.this 
socialist collective achieved a higher level of -training. . 
This "achievement has become the goal of many groups, and it 
is certain that no student .will exceed the^planned time of 
"study during the next year. -r   .  ,; 
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Just as the workers in industry struggle to achieve or 
exceed their plans, the faculty and students of the polytech- 
nical institutes and technical schools fight together to 
finish their studies in the allocated: time, and at the same 
time raise the scientific level find decrease the number of 
students who drop out during the:course of the studies. Hext 
tö professors and docentsi the assistahts play a big role in 
the realization of this aimi    Since detailed timetables have 
been drawn up foi1 the inorgäniö and organic laboratory exer- 
cises, the actual time of study $öto usually corresponds to 
the time allocated in the study plan. 

Consequently, industry now receives its highly qualified 
cadres, who have a close tie with our worker and farmer 
state, in the time planned. 

Through the institution of the so-called contract research 
between academic institutions' and industrial enterprises, a 
new possibility has been created to make the students, espe«*- 
daily on the diploma and' Ph.0i level, aware of the practical 
problems. The "industrial candidacy" ("Industrieaspirantur") 
which was created jointly by!the Chemical Society (Chemische 
Gesellschaft) of the GDR and the State Secretariat for Uni- 
versities and Technical Shools (Staatssekretariat fuer das 
Hoch- und Fachschulwesen) is to investigate particularly the 
problems of contract research, so that there will be a con- 
tinuous transition from training to;practice. Unfortunately, 
it is apparant that so far too little use has been made of 
this training possibility.2 It is the goal of this candidacy 
to provide industry with graduate chemists in as short a time 
as possible, 1 

Cardinal Points until 4965 

; Many new things have been created within recent years which 
imperatively demand new forms. For this reason, the Scientific 
Council for Chemistry of the State Secretariat of Universities 
and Technical Schools developed a new curriculum which puts 
the new content into a new form, and which at the same time 
permits greater freedom in carrying out the various courses. 
It is especially important that the training be more closely 
associated with practice. The next few months and years are 
decisive for the new form of the chemistry curriculum, which 
is to take five years and is also to raise the scientific : 
level of the students. • 
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^«jäe^pom the ^o:r$esp£hderice: progi-am^'which has been di- 
-' rectöd;.for; years<£& &% .PoiytÄnlöal!'I^ittiterlh Dresden 

and^aj^^re^dy shown -.£o6o& ,r£sJl$sV';& i/ellf a^':^e =ful^>ttme 
■stiid£\^ög*a$k-:^;-^ viiaf^' developed by : 
1&e 1^J^£sl*i^ These new 
Wozm of grainingc *jti:l': |Jff::.i^^&wr"!l3^fc4:Ä^ ^#^*^lbwii&f".JEjtt--äti- 

v tutions*   Martlh liüthei* l&lvef sWlhtÄls^m Karl 
Vtmx Stadt in;. L'?ip*ljfr Huinpoldt Mi«p.^ in fBerlihY Poifr- 
technical Ihstltu£e_for .^ 
the «Jollot Curie» iChemical ^lne:e1*Ä^ö^l in itoethehi 
The above institutions work |a¥tialii^ fh con^^ctloh with ; 

the.^ factory academies, (BetriobsakadeAien), now, being devel- 
oped*' This new/©riä is;a -ifcypeof ötfenih£ träinihg; program 
which previously did hot exist for ,;cpliisf,s''varid system tech- 
nicians.   A combination of evening'programs, co^respohderice 

• courses, e^d fullrtime... programs, are,also, provided.   .. 

• ■■ • •: •' Special • 9tt&*&&:3Vlt»^^ lap 
: .provementvof thM.trawn^^ 

nation* andplar^dÄllof/.pe^eöp^ industry, 
'-. as well äs^ahalytic^ • 

-techhiöal.ohemistryvv $he training tp^ogrW in technical 
chemistry of the ^lyteehnicai. Instituted rand :at the Martin 

• tuther University ihvÄäl^e-Wittehberg- can be considered ade- 
c[uate.-^t-the oth^r universities(efforts ipjst be madef to'' 

.    see:that lectures are given Py persons with;practical experi- 
ence, .or ;if this is; already the case/a technical laboratory 
must be: built...up.»,.  In *the<latter evehfc,'■ special consideration 
is vto-be givehj especially-i-at the poiytectihicai;institütesr 
to the expanding petrochemistry, arid to the- chemistr^';ahd 
technology of high polymers, ; 

Analytical chemistry has to be.;,consider,ed.from an entirely 
point of view.    In Germany, analytical ■chemistry has-not been 
given its,full value.for-*decades.    This neglect must be elim- 
,ihated-^s rapidly as,; possible,'.  The;:asb>ct$: of analytical   .. 

• öhemls^ry are so mahifold.;■ today thatIspecial^me^su^es have to 
be.talj:en.<  .Aside from a larger number:'bf'analytical- chemists, 
it-iSs» essential to; build up independent ihstitutes for analy- 
tical chemistry.    The entire field of analytical chemistry 

.;. -is: :fco be taught and investigated at thes>' institutes--that 
; kisVthe division;between inorganic and .öt^aittc analysis is 

;;;"^b^r:dfesti^yed',v;äj3d^th!e/'physical, and ph^sicoKcheMcai meth- 
odjs; ks^fll <asj the imethods; ö| ^emimicro-^Biiöro^ ahd jiiträ- 
microchemistry which have been established :byer "the:r past' ; 
years and decades are to be introduced''ffl&'uWelbpii&'XiittheT* 
The significance of analytical chemistry in the development 
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of automatic production plants is not to be overlooked or 
underestimated» tri this connection, analytical chemists who 
work at unir. ersitles and research institutes are faced with 
new and challenging problems♦ 

Table 1 gives' the training of certified chemists and 
certified engineers of system technology (Diplom-Ingenieure 
der Verfähreristchriik) as a numerical illustration of the 
future development of oadrä.s in tye GDR. 

Table 1 

Specialized Pieldi Chemistry and System Engineering 

New Admissions      Graduates 
1951-     1959-     1951- 1959- 

— ;       1958      196?      1958   W? 

V,l+^6  5,600  1,600 if,000 

1,1^8 1.700 1+8. 650 

295 1,520 100 . i*5o 

mm IfOO '    —   ; 100 

Chemistrys 
Full-time 
Correspondence and other 
forms of training 

System engineering! 
Full-time 
Correspondence and other 
forms of training 

These figures are surpassed by far by the figures planned 
for the training of the other technical cadres. For instance, 
more than 7,500 students in specialty machine-building (with- 
out technology) will be registered from 1959 to 1965. 

The victory of socialism in the GDR depends first of all on 
how we are able to develop the necessary cadres. The develop- 
ment of the cadres is the key to the solution of the economic 
problems. 

Footnotes 

Isee Chemische Technik> No 10. 1958, page 603. 

2Compare Mitteilungsblatt der Chemischen Gesellschaft in der 
DDR. No 6, 29, 19597 

1331 
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EAST GERMANY 

V;Ttee::Development of 4hfe!V£B "Walter Ulbricht" -Leuna Plant 

[This is a transition ■ö£[än article by  : 
Wolfgang SchirfSi* Vih, GJieinisehe Technik,-; 
Vol.11, No:9, SMplteiob^ 19'594 Berlin-,. • 
pages 501-505;r CSÖs 32?6-tt/3J 

The extensive öhimlstry,program of; the GDR and the reso- 
lutions of the Chemistry Conference that took place in 
November in Leuna focussed.public attention on the importance 
of^the chemical.industry. Because of the demands to be made 
Oh this<;branch/of industry during the next seven years, it . 
^.f s • beööiä# ,of öeiitral importance to our entire oconpniy. The 
planned production development falls into two stagest; 

1. In the 1958«?196l period, in which we^ are to achieve the 
main economic task?-to surpass West Germany in the per capita 
consumption of foods and industrial goods. 

It is known that it is planned to increase'the production 
of.the chemical^industry by 33 percent above the 1958 level 
by that date. The main problem is that this production in- 
crease should be njadä/. jnalnly. in the installations that are 
already in existence., since-the great investment plans al-. 
reafly initiated, will not^yet^ -Tiiff- productive.   .;. . 

2. In the 1961-1965 period, in which new chemical enter- 
prises are to be. built and the existing plants enlarged, 
equipped with the most-modern technolo|iöal equipment. 

IH this period, the production of the chemical industry 
is to increase by another 60 percent. 

In this development, the VEB "Walter Ulbricht" Leuna Plant, 
which produces about 10 percent of the total output of the 
chemical industry of the GDR, has a large share* The produc- 
tion is. to Increase from a value of 752 million DM in 1958 
to 1,600 million DM -ih<1965-fthat isv by about H3 ^percent 
(figures calculated oh the values established by the plan). 
The following table reviews the actual or planned production 
development from 1936 to 1965. These figures are also calcu- 
lated in comparable plan values. 
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The.production was or will be as follows: 

Million DM 

1936—. \ 
19*+3 

H-10 
730 

19*5 ,30 
1950 275 
195*+ ■■•■* 510 
1957 683 
1958 752 
I960 plan 920 
1961 plan 1,010 
1963 plan 
19.6H plan 

1,350 
1,600 

As is apparent from Figure 1,' the production was at a maxi- 
mum during the Second World War in-19*2 and i9*+3. This, how- 
ever, was achieved by having ; the industry completely attuned 
to the armament needs of that period for the production of 
high grade gasoline for aviation and highly concentrated nit- 
ric acid and other strategic products. Eighty percent of the 
plant was destroyed through the bombings that started in 194-H-, 
and the production decreased to 'a minimum in 19H-5«      

Figure 1 

Development of Market 
Production of the 
Plant [in million DM] 
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-—■-1—1959-1965 planned 

After the changeover to ä Soviet joint-stock company, the 
plant was sytenjatically rebuilt from 19^6 on under the techni- 
cal direction and with the help of Soviet chemists and engin- 
eers. The removal of 200,000 tons of debris,rubble, and waste; 
the gradual resumption of synthesis in the various plants; and 
the reorganization of production for the needs of our popula- 
tion and the peacetime economy of the GDR made great demands 
on the personnel, the workers, the artisans, the engineers, 
and the chemists. Under the harshest conditions, insufficient- 
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ly clad and nourished, tens of thousands daily accomplished 
excellent work in putting the complicated production instal- 
lations back into operation. They thus created the prere- 
quisite for the building pf the important economic founda- 
tions for our worker and farmer regime« 

The yearly production increase was 13 to 15 percent from 
1950 to 195^ and 7 to 9 percent from 195*f to 1958. 

It is known that the enterprise consists of three differ- 
ent production branchess 

1) The.inorganic section, whose main products are nitro- 
gen and nitrogen-containing fertilizers. 

2) The hydrogenation divisionj which deals with the pro- 
duction of gasoline, Diesel fuel, and gaseous hydrocarbons; 

3) The organic division, which produces a large number of 
organic compounds, at the moment about 250. 

The following table giVes the past or future share of the 
production of these three main branches« 

 : 1936 19»H 1957 1958 1961 1963 1Q6? 
(i n  p e r c e n t) 

Nitrogen or nitrogen pro- 
ducts             I9.1.3 22.7 31.1 28.2 26.7 2*f.7 17.7 

Hydrogenation         ^5,0 ^-9.0 36.0 3^.0 37*3 33.7 ^2.6 
Organic division        6A 20.9 26,2 27»5 27*0 33.9 3^.2 
Other products         7.3 7&   6.7 10.3 9.0 7*7 5*5 

It is apparent that the composition of the production of 
the Leuna Plant has changed considerably over the past 20 
years. The percentage of the production of nitrogen and 
nitrogen-containing fertilizers has decreased, while the per- 
centage of production in the organic division has increased 
steadily. This trend will also be maintained in the future. 
In 1965, only one-sixth of the output of the plant, which 
was founded kO  years ago in order to manufacture nitrogen 
according to the Haber-Bosch process, will consist of these 
products. However, the ammonia plant planned for that time 
will have a productive capacity of 525,000 tons per year and 
will certainly be one of the most significant installations 
of that type in the world* 

The products of the organic division will become steadily 
more important for the total production. The role of hydro- 
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genation will also increase, although only after a modifica- 
tion of the procedures used. The diversified character of 
the plant, which is already quite pronounced today, will 
be strengthened further through the introduction of heW pro- 
ducts* 

More than 100 iieW products haVe been incorporated into the 
manufacturing process äinee i9*+!?i Some of these ate  special 
glues and adhesives, such is K*gtue and Clamping plate adhes- 
ive (Spahnplattenleim), caproXactäm and Polyamides* fopmamide 
and dimethylfot'mamiäej 30 different products for the pharma^- 
ceutical indust^i such äs isonicotinic acid hydrazide, 
ehloroprdoaihe, salicylic acid, and others; alkyl and aryl 
amines of the most varied composition; pest control and weed- 
killer products, urea, dimethyl-uric acid and hydrazine; vari- 
ous types of carbonyl iron powders;.and numerous other pro- 
ducts. The value of these products newly introduced into 
production was 28 percent of the total production in 1958» 

More new products will be incorporated into our permanent 
production program between 1959 and 1965» Among these are 
argon, high-pressure polyethylene, epoxy resins of varied, 
composition and usefulness; mono-, di-, and epichlorhydrin, 
Dian, powdered K-glues, special adhesives for the most var- 
ied applications, alkylaryl sulfonates, alkylbenzine, syn- 
thetic phenol, urea resins of the most varied composition, 
and numerous other products which are still the object of 
industrial research, Furthermore, it is planned to resume 
the production of ammonium sulfate-nitrate, which was very . 
popular for agriculture before the Second World War. 

The development of the Leuna Plant has thus been geared 
consciously since the outset in 19*+5 toward the formation of 
a combine whose main function is to produce chemical raw ma- 
terials and intermediates based on syntethic gas production 
from lignite, the processing of imported petroleum, and the 
manifold production of the organic division based on these, . 

The production of compressed gas, especially compressed 
hydrogen, is characteristic of the production of the Leuna 
Plante Leuna soon grew into a large chemical enterprise 
applying pressure reactions of all kinds on a large technical 
scale. For example, the following products of our present 
production program are obtainable only by means of pressure 
reactions, the pressure varying between 50 and 1,500 atmos- 
pheres: 
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-    Ammonia (see Figure 2)   Monomethyl amlne 
Gasoline Dimethyl ajhine ; 
Diesel oil . n-butyl;ämine .- 
Fuel gas Formami.de;-.;.«.>.■■>. 
Propane Dimethylformamide 
Butane Mepasin 

.  Methanol (see Figure 3)   Urea .   ; 
Isobutylalcohol ,ahd other . Garbonyl iron . - , 
products of thö isobuty^. High-pressure, poly- 

■ ■.■.'■ ■■■    oil syntheses     .■ --X; s ;ethylene ;...;.'• 

the pressure reactions carried out on a large, scaled. 
mostly with permanent catalysts.built .into the system.», became 
a model for our processing technique* The continuously oper* 
äting high-pressure, furnaces-designed for large charges, and 
the'numerous apparatuses necessary .for the purification of 
synthetic gases and their preparation for reactions are typi- 
cal of our plant. These.procedures„also need extensive re- 
search on heterogeneous contacts. 

-Another: feature characteri'stic of our production, is that, 
our products are used- as raw;materials.\ in other plants, 
Thus; for example,'the share of our plant in the total produc< 
tion of the GDR of.the following raw materials is given be- 
low'r--;.-■;•_'• ' "/' '''■■;[/\ -r' ' ':':,':''J:'- ■ '■"■■:"" \-'   ■'■ "'   .;:■.'■•'■ .;. 

Percent 

- Ammonia ' 
;"' 100 . 

Urea' - 70* 
Alkyl amine 100 
Methanol.. ...... 100 
Formaldehyde 30** 
Phenol ... 80 
Higher phenols .; 8? ; 

Ethane •- 100 
Propane and butane 55 , 

♦After 1961, 100 percent 
♦♦After .1962, 50 to. 60; percent■ 

This development has to follow from an economic analysis 
of the suitability of the expansion of our plant. If we ■_ 
proceed according to theprinciples of the highest yield, the 
planned production increases for. these raw materials must 
be carried out in our plant* Thus the quantities ©f^raw ma- 
terials available will lead to further internal production 
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relations, which we shall have to develop as advantageously 
as possible for the /benefit of our economy. 

Thus, for instance, the decision of the State Planning 
Commission to concentrate %he manufacture of salicylic acid 
in Leuna because cheap pheifol äiidgaseous CÖ2 of suitable 
quality are available there is based on economic considera- 
tions of profitability; 

The same principles entered into the decision to locate 
ßhehol sythesis by the cumeae procedure in Leuna, because 
propylenei whicii is a necessary raw material for cumene syn- 
thesis, will be available ther"e from 1963 on as a consequence 
of the expansion of the plant«, A further advantages is that 
the treatment of the phenol-containing waste waters can be 
carried out in the available purification installations. 

A close examination of the perspective plan of the chemi- 
cal industry shows that until 1965 pur plant will have to 
bear the principal burden of the production development of 
the chemical industry, and that the new plants which will 
be built will start production only in the last years of the 
Seven-Year Plan or even later. 

Special Developmental Problems of the Leuna Plant 

The figures for the perspective development given below 
correspond to the present state of the plans. Since several 
expert opinions on economic significance have not yet-been 
received, some change in the figures can still occur.x        - 

Production of Ammonia and Nitrogen-Containing Fertilizers 

The development of the ammonia production is to reach 
about 525,000 tons per year of NH3 = *+32,000 tons of N In 
1965. This level is not to be exceeded. We d em it without 
purpose to develop our installations further, since we do not 
have the prerequisites for the necessary power supply for 
further expansion. The synthetic gas production is gradually 
to be based completely on low-temperature lignite coke. 
Anthracite coke, which is still used to the extent of 50 per- 
cent, is to be used for other production purposes in the GDR. 
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One of the principles of nitrogen fertilizer production 
is to produce more niträte-contäining fertilizers instead 
of ammonium sulfate. One of our tasks is to build and put 
into, operation—at the latest by 1965—a plant for the pro- 
duction of ämmohium^sülfate-nitrate with ä/yearly output ; 

of ^OöO;tons/of nitrogen*: -  :; : 

Hydrogenation 

The hydrogenatibh [plant} proteases today about 650,000 
tons, per* year of petroleum and IOO^ÖÖO töiis per year -of" ; 

Other liquid.raw materials (light oils from;low-temperature 
lignite carbonization) as well as 200^000 tons per year of 
lignite^ which lives, after hydrogenation and purification,; 
about 750?Q00-tons per year of products such as benzine, 
Diesel fuel, liquid gases, gaseous hydrocarbons, and heating 
oil. 

The. procedure usedrat present is characterized by the ' following?. ■..:.-.■;,.v,^-. -y,y, >: 

The work in-the pressure'chambersis carried out at a ' 
pressure of 250 atmospheres of hydrogen. The hydrogenation- 
of lignite requires approximately 2,500 cubic meters of hy- 
drogen per ton of gasoline, while the hydrogenation of 
petroleum only requires, about ^00 to 500 cubic meters per 
ton of the final product;■   However,1 slhce compressed'hydro- 
gen is a relatively e xpensive product and its productive 
capacity now.determines the volume of production of the en- 
tire plant, we have: to make: every possible effort to decrease 
the hydrogen consumptioni We obtain almost sulfur-free-pro- 
ducts by means of rigid purification proceduresv The"Diesel; 

fuels are characterized by"their high ignition quality and 
their antifreeze quality. 

Through careful operation of the coal chamber we-obtain a- 
relatively high, phenol yield from this portion of the hydro- 
genation. The .disadvahtages of the procedure lie, aside from 
the high consumption of hydrogen, in the relatively: low octane 
number of the produced gasoline,:in the insufficient use of 
the valuable lubrication oil fractions of the petroleum, and 
in. the yield of heavy residue oils which cannot be reworked 
after this procedure. ■', :-• 
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«r is?i!?i!?Um prol^&m was ProPosed for the further development 
to  Srm^nf°f??a^0n^mSi0n-     ThiS *>r^ato is not  dlsigSId to surmount all the above-mentioned shortcomings of the actual 

The following measures are to'bfe taken» 

u J"  T5e °Pe£ätlöh of the cbal chamber Is to be susDended 
in Si.'*^ ZUPfr^***** "** tecomerivlilable in this manner will be used to process more petroleum» 

*Ä*«^
TheuI'"'£ormlnß- installation (modified plat forming pro- 

cedure) »which was put into operation at the beginning of 
1959 as an experimental plant, is to be used as a production 
plant as soon as possible .and'developed to its fulf caM^y. 

?nn^nnS*!Sti,nw^d that: thl* installation will p^Üfe about 
ö? 48°2J°;; £gj .W? °f gasoline with a base octane numbel 
of 78 and an ardmatic content of 25 to 30 percent. 

hv Intr^1^  £f ?his P}aJfor» gasoline with that produced 
line vm ^Kf«010^ Wl11 £robably give us an avenge gaso- line with a base octane number of about ?2  by I960, which 
can, in case of need, be changed into a gasoline with an 
?et^!ethyielead?76 ° by ffieans ^ the ufual additions^f 

3. Increase of the total production from I960 or 1961 on to 
ofPn^?Sn?ing Can^H  0f 900'000 t0 1,000,000 tons pe? year of petroleum, without additional hydrogen consumption. 

„.^V3" ev<3n be.envisaged that the consumption of hydrogen 
«h«L^CreSfe as^ consequence of the suspension of the coll 
ehamber.^This will depend on the type of petroleum used 
The quantities of hydrogen that will becomeavailable !n*this 
manner are to be used for ammonia synthesis. 

tprhniiSo^i?um fr£gram ^as still many shortcomings from the 
chaise ml  tn*Äf VieWt T1»» ** wou:Ld be exPedient to 2!^S?L?V  J° middie-P^essure raffination procedures for 
the further development of the petroleum processing in Leuna 
and if possible subject the entire gasoline output to an So- 
matic formation procedure (L-forminl procedure). 

oi/f^^n? Jh?Kld find,a way t0 PrePare the lubricant oil fractions of the petroleum processed at our plant for the 
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preparation of lul^icants. byvthe:.neighborly VEÖ Petroleunr • 
Plant-in;Luetzkendorf.,' ".*[■.<■ •: •■^••'- -v-v^ ;■ y: ■- ■ 

■ However»-all thesechanges' are associated-with large in- 
vestments and they have to be postponed because the means are 
needed for still more important production increases, 

The hydrogenation division of our plant is aware that it 
has to bear the principal; share qf the responsibility of, sat- 
isfying, the ihcr easing demand.for gasoline and Diesel fuel 
for thja: GDR until I963* ' Then the planned petroleum process- 
ing plant in Schwedtisto start production«, 

Through the formation of socialist research unions in 
all plants of this"'division»-and through the close coopera- 
tion of the workers and the intelligentsia, new ways are 
constantly sought of making -the production still more profit- 
able and technically möra^£erfect, with the- least possible 
amount of investments '.-V''»^ ••;-"■." 13 .-■••.• ■••;■.-> • ■ *■ ' — 

♦ •'••'"" ■. ..• ■'■ 

Production of Piastlcs^anä Plastic Precursors - 

The production of organic chemical raw materials and.. ::-. 
heavy chemicals is becomings increasingly important. Since• . 
the chemistry program gives great importance to the develop- 
ment of plastics and raw material for synthetic fibers, we 
also have to fulfill .new tasks in. this field, some of which 
will be det&iled belotf*, XU  '■■ .,/"-] ■■   ''■■■■ y; ■ 

Development of the,Production of:Gaprolactam - ■ y ,, , 

Vltte plant, which' today, ha Sx a- maximum, operating capacity of 
8,000.to 9,00p tons per year^ is to be increased to a capa- 
city- of 23,000 tons' per yearby 1965. 

The procedure generally used in our plant for the produc- 
tion ^ofcaprolactäm is represented in Figure H». 
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Figure *f 

Procedure for the Preparation of Caprolactam by 
Four Production Processes 

' 1) Cyclohexahorie oxirae 
2) £>amihocäpronic acid 
3) Benzine 
*f) Nltrobenzine 
5) Adipic acid 

6) Adipic acid, crude 
for solvents 

7) Total yield 
8) Yield 
9) Production cost 

Starting from phenol, we obtain caprolactam in five steps. 
However, since phenol, which we obtain for the moment exclu- 
sively from the crude acids of lignite low-temperature car- 
bonization and from pheriosolvan extracts, is not available in 
unlimited quantities, we have to look for other sources. 
Taking into consideration all economic and politico-economic 
factors, we came to the conclusion that a phenol synthesis 
especially based on the cumene procedure was most profitable 
for our enterprise, especially since, in view of other techni- 
cal developmentsi we will also have pröpylene at our disposal, 
If we have to start caprolactam synthesis directly from ben- 
zine, we would consider Schemes 2 to k*.    Scheme h  especially, 
which is at present in the research stage, offers great tech- 
nical possibilities because of the few intermediary steps and 
the direct oxidation of cyclohexane, if it is possible to 
eliminate the difficulties encountered in the working of the 
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Oxidation mixture. If the resulting fraction of adipic acid 
can be obtained pure, it could serve as a basis for solvent 
production. 

The procedure starting from aniline is already in use on 
a large technical scale. However^ since we do not have ani- 
line at our disposal in the GDR, this procedure does not 
enter into consideration,for us. 

We plan to increase the caprolactam production by proceed- 
ing along the projected path. The procedure has been simpli- 
fied over the past years by numerous technical measures» 

The development of a system for the synthesis of phenol 
will make this raw1 material, which is so important for the 
development of the plastics industry, available in sufficient 
quantity. In this instance we can lean on the experience 
of the Soviet Union, which already uses the cumene procedure 
on a large technical scale and is willing to put the avail- 
able technical data and documentation at our disposal. 

Gaseous Olefins and Paraffins 

Our enterprise has been given the task of supplying our 
economy with gaseous olefins and paraffins at least until 
1965» The separation of ethane and propane to ethylene, 
which is the procedure presently used at Leuna, is based 
on the pyrolysis of paraffins by means of partial combustion 
of the hydrocarbons through the admixture of specific quan- 
tities ot  oxygen. 

Since the procedure utilizes waste gases or products of 
hydrogenation, it can only be enlarged within certain limits. 
We estimate that by this procedure we will be able to pro- 
duce 15j000 tons per year of e.thylene by 1962. Since, however, 
the need for ethylene in our republic is increasing consider- 
ably, and since one of the tasks of the Leuna Plant is to 
ensure the supply of ethylene to the VEB Chemical Plant in 
Buna, which is still manufacturing ethylene by partial hydro- 
genation of acetylene, the.ethylener,production of our enter- 
prise has to increase to almost 100,000 tons per year by 196?. 
We plan to accomplish this by the introduction of a modern 
separation procedure for which gasoline or heavy gasoline 
fractions will be available, A final decision on the pro- 
cedure that is to be constructed has not yet been reached. 
It is, however, planned to choose a procedure that will permit 
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us to obtain, apart from the desired olefins, condensation 
oils with a high content of aromatic substances. 

The separation procedure, that is being considered will 
yield, aside from approximately 30 percent ethylehe, 8 to 
9 percent propyl&iej which can then be used immediately in 
the cumene procedure* 

Half of the ethylerte produced in our enterprise by 1965 
will be sent to Buna; Me qth&t ha;lf 9 however, will be at 
the disposal of our enterfjiioo for further processings 

We plan to use it chiefly for the production of high- 
pressure polyetHyleney, We thus have another procedure which 
corresponds to our experience in the high-pressure fidldi 
The experimental installations that we created by our own 
means have given us the possibility of producing high-press- 
ure polyethylene by large-scale techniques. It now depends 
on Whether our machine-building and construction industry 
will be able.to put the necessary equipment and buildings 
at our disposal. 

Formaldehyde Production 

Another task in the field of the production of raw materi- 
als for the plastics industry is the development of formal- 
dehyde production from a capacity of about 10,000 tons per 
year in 1959 to about 29,000 tons per year in 1965» by means 
of procedures that are based on known principles and have 
been improved by our own research. 

Finally, let us again consider the quite extensive devel- 
opment of formamide production, which is to increase from a 
capacity of barely *f9000 tonsper year in 1959 to almost 
20,000 tons per year in 1965, and is thus to make an impor- 
tant contribution to the planned development of Wolcrylon 
fiber. 

Behind the figures of the production development of the 
"Walter Ulbricht" Leuna Plant during the future Seven-Year 
Plan are hidden extremely great demands which will require 
the constant efforts of the 30,000 workers, foremen, engin- 
eers, and chemists of our enterprise. We do not underestim- 
ate the difficulties which can occur In the realization of „ 
the planned program, but we are beginning our tasks with op- 
timism, since we know that we will be able, through the 
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socialist structure of our society and the support of the 
entire population of our republic, to concentrate.all our 
forces on the achievement of our taski With the help of all 
workers, we will:succeed in fulfilling the-chemistry program, 

Footnote     =:■ ■•■■•■.-,:• --. ^ /•-* ;'/■-*' ^     -y./V 

^Thus, for instance j ^ertiaih of4the steps to be taken tot 
the hydrogenatioh—which are mentioned in the text below— 
are. still under discussion rand s'till have to be finally 

.•' approved by the State Planning Commission.   ; • 

Photo Captions■»-     ,."'• ■:;■■ -_.-■■;:■: 
Figure 2. High-Pressure Containers'of Ammonia Synthesis- 

Figure 3. A Methanol Still. 
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EAST GERMANY 

The VEB Chemical Plant in Nuenchritz 

[this is a translation of an article by 
Öetfhird V/älther in Chemische Technik, 
Vbi lij No 9i September 1959» Berlin, 
pages1 505-508; csq*J276-NA J ''' 

The d-erman chemical program also set tasks for the VEH 
Chemicai Plant in Nuenchritz which will require the efforts 
of all the personnel of our plant if they are to be realized 
during the next seven years. Our part in the battle for the 
victory of socialism is determined by the following principles: 

1. The rate of development of the chemical industry must 
be increased vastly, so that it will be possible, through a 
greatly increased production of important chemical basic 
materials and finished products, to bring about a consider- 
able improvement in the supply of other branches of industry 
with raw materials and accessory materials and in the supply- 
ing of the population with consumer goods of high quality, 

2«. In the solution of the problems it is important not to 
scatter the means placed at our disposal by the state. 

3» Human labor is to be saved as much äs possible, by recon- 
structing existing enterprises and improving the administra- 
tion and the work organization as well as through the appli- 
cation of the newest technical insights in the construction 
of new industrial installations. 

k» The application of the most stringent economy measures 
in the production of chemicals is ä significant contribution 
to the tasks set by the Party and the government. 

5. The workers in our plant are to participate more than 
heretofore in the planning and management of production as 
well as in the realization of the investment program. 

6. For the working out and realization of the plans by 1965» 
all members of the plan are called upon to participate in the 
discussion of the plans and take an active part in the build- 
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»ost for the realisation of the eheiica! prog^.* the Ut" 

The Development of Production In the Seven-Year Plan 

velopmettt -# our ^lant Since 1950?  '    * sh°ws the ^ 

; Development: of Production from, 195a to 1958 (in percent) . 

Year 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
195* 
1955 
1956 
195? 
1958 

Sulfuric1 

100.0 
II3.8 
.110.1 
130.2 
135.1 
lfo.2- 
1^7.5 
150.2 
151.6 

: Sodium : Hydros 
'. ^Hy-...;. chloric 
droxias  i*jA. 

Chloro- Bleach« 
sulfonic  ing 
_A Acid.  .' T,y» 

Sill- 
cones 

ioö.o 

150,3 

I63.O 
I63 Ii 
175.0 
I68.9 

100.0 
229.6 
293.1 
355.1 
360.0 
356.0 
35^.0 
300.0 

100.0 
122.9 
'162; if- 
179.0 
158.0 

100.0 
188. if 
2^6.8 

100.0. 

¥fl!6. 
.601.6. 

sul^ric acidnf„d9E;i??8 °UJ P**™«« was.focused on making 

character It our Slant    a* IL11* decisive influence on the Jur P-i-an-c, as may be seen from Table 2. 
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J.J.I... in, , t' 

• Table 2 

Change in the Production Output'ift Favor.of "the Production, 
öf Silicones with" Relative Retrogression in .theo 
Production'of Inorganic Basic Chemicals for 

1959 to 196$ (in percent) 

Sulfuric i Elec- - ■■'" ?!>,;.* :■ ( -, Sili- 
Acid trolysis ■ .■:■' ? ; cone 

Enter-i Euter-. '".'»" Enter1- 
Year n.miiiiiiiiitiM-Ffflifi^.i.ri,. ■aa .■■tP.£jL§.,^.,„~.^- 1 + 2 --• „pri.se/.,,, ,, Plant 
1959 £3.6 

2^.2 ..• 
■  33*2 56,0 *6.2 100.0 

I960 2?;5 51^ ^8.3 100.0 
1961 23*5 26.6 .-,. ■ 50.1 

%.7 
1+9.9 100.0 

1962 23.3 26 A 50.3 100.0 
1963 
196^ 

16.6 18.1 3V.7 65.3 10Ö.0 
10.5  : 12.5 23.0 77.0 100.0 

1965 10.3 15.0 25.3 7h.7 100*0 

The realization of our goals by 1965 requires exertions on 
our part which must be concentrated on the following important 
points: 

1. Broad development of the socialist contest and all- 
around use of socialist working methods in all fields of 
enterprise. 

2. Critical analysis of the work processes in production 
and of management for the maximum utilization of the available 
capacity and for the reduction of costs. 

3. Improvement in the quality of our products through the 
collaboration of scientists and experts. 

h.  Continuous training of our female and male colleagues 
in order to introduce them to the most up-to-date technology, 
so that it will be possible to use it in production. 

5. Conscientious adherence to the plans for the development 
of cadres in order to supply the various parts of our enter- 
prise with the necessary trained workers and scientists and 
in order to raise the average age of all categories of em- 
ployees. 
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Significance of the Products of our Plant 
for. the People* s Economy 

Production of Basic Chemicals 

Recognising that the maximal economic significance of 
chemical production sites Requires the highest possible re- 
fining of the basic and auxiliary cheplcals, it can be seen 
that up to about 1958 almost all our^main products at the 
timer-sulfuric acid,» sodium hydroxide, .and. their derivatives- 
were put on the market» The planned increase of silicone 
production by 1965 and inV the following years will increase 
our own use of the above-mentioned basic chemicalsj so that in 
the future We will achieve a considerably higher level of re- 
fining. In addition, during the course of the Seven-Year 
Plah.it is planned to build an absorbing clay plant next to 
our plant, which will also use considerable quantities of our 
basic chemicals and work.them, together with Hungarian alumina, 
intD a filtering material for-the oil and margarine industries 
of theGDR;        ' '• ■^;•:.■;,•>■• .v. ;> -..: 

As a result of the planned development, the Chemical Plant 
in Nuenchritz will show a regressive development with regard 
to the marketing of basic chemicals so.äs to have a larger 
output of the more valuable chemical products. 

Significance and Development of the Production of Silicones 

The element silicon may be used like carbon for obtaining 
high polymers which resemble organic ssmthetics in many 
respects if the silicon is alternated with oxygen in the- 
formation of chain, ring, or network type basic units. The 
silicon-oxygen basic structure causes the silicones«to be 
considerably more heat-resistant then carbon synthetics. To 
this outstanding thermic- property of this synthetic may be 
added the possibility of working it into plastics and into 
liquids of 'the' most varied viscosities. The above-mentioned 
properties result in the wide-range of silicon-products,, of 
which the following may be mentioned as typical representa- 
tives:'   ■"■ "•■• •-- 

a) low-viscosity silicone liquids in the form of silicone 
oils: 

b) plastic-elastic silicone rubber; and 
c) more or less solid and hard silicone resins in the form 

of various types of lacquers. 
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Since our era is characterised by a Vigorous development of 
technology, mechanization and automation, it is absolutely 
necessary to utilize all the insights of basic research to 
speed up this vast progress and to build up the corresponding 
productions. 

The requirements for impro'venient and reduction of cost in 
the technologies of lübxicantsy corrosion protection, separä- 
tionj insulation, impregnation, and coating--to mention the 
most important;fields iö which silicones arä applied—was not 
satisfied sufficiently in. the past. The closing of this gap 
in the course of the current Seveh--Year Plan is one of the : 
tasks set for the VEß Chemical Plant in fJuehchritz. It must 
be emphasized that the implementation of this program has not 
only national importance but also a very real international 
one. International discussions within the socialist camp 
have determined that the production of silicones is to be 
developed in the USSR and in the GDR, with the production of 
the Soviet Union to cover its won needs and the GDR to supply 
the other socialist countries and capitalist foreign states as 
well as to cover its own needs^ The silicons exports already 
taking place from our plant and the greatly increased ones 
planned for the future offer an excellent opportunity for 
producing valuable export goods from plentiful local raw 
materials; the international price for the products, depending 
on the type and quality, ranges from 15,000 to 20,000 DM per 
ton of product. 

It must further be pointed out that great efforts will be 
required of the socialist sector if it is to reach the inter- 
national level of silicone production. According to semi- 
official disclosures, the USA produces about 17,000 to 18,000 
tons of silicone products yearly, of which about half is sili- 
cons rubber. 

In the GDR the Institute for Silicone and Fluoroearbon 
Chemistry was founded in Radebeul near Dresden only since 
19^5 for the development of this industrial branch; its 
specific task is the study of silicone chemistry. It was 
only in 195*+ that the VEB Chemical Plant in Nuenchritz was 
able-j to start operating a pilot installation which is used 
for large-scale technical experiments and is to be replaced 
in 1963 by a large-scale technical installation. 
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-; The In7estment Program in Our Plant 

The reconstruction measures to be undertaken by 1965 »ay. 
be divided into two main divisions: 

a) overhaul* modernisation,-and enlarging of, already 
existing installations; and  ... 

b) building of new installations, < 

In accordance with the goals set by our economic organs, ' 
the already existing aggregates, buildings, and machine in- , 
stallations'for the production; of basic chemicals will be 
overhauledy modernized* and siightly enlarged during.the 
course of the-Seven-Year Plan.. • 

In this undertaking,:, the isimplification of the work, process, 
the savings in manpower ,.ajid the.reduction-of production costs 
through* a constant seaTch for the most rational technology 
will be of decisive :importance.. Teh-enlarging of the supply 
facilities of our plant is/also important, -since.in accordance 
with the present state of -the i^staliations. they sare geared 
to a considerably smaller -capacity than..£he one planned .for. 
the future; Corresponding with the enlargedrcapacity brought 

;-about by the■ investments planned until 19o5 ;änd after;. it is. 
necessary to renovate^and enlarge accordingly our, power 
production, water supply and disposal, social measures, and 
technical-administrative procedures. 

pearly 50 percent of our investment volume is for the 
buiiding of a new silicone, installation, to proceed in,two : 
steps. " .r 

After the initial preparation, this undertaking will have 
a decisive influence on our future production and all the 
indices connected with it:, such as an, increased number of 
employed, cost structure,. accumulation, an increased volume 
of exports, assistance for the technical development of other 
industrial branches, and many other things. 

It is the goal of the silicone project to replace the pilot 
installation, operating since 195^ and constantly being fur- 
ther developed, with the first .phase of the building plan.by 
1 January 1963 and with the second phase by 1 January 196M-. 
In this manner the production output as compared to the present" 
ly produced quantities will be increased to 150 percent for 
oil and to 250 percent for lacquer starting in 1963« Starting 
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on 1 January 196^ the increase with respect to 1959 will l>e 
250 percent for oil and 500 percent for lacquer. 

In the long-range plans it is already foreseen that there 
will be another doubling of the 1965 production figures 
starting in 1966, 

These sober figures do not show the problems which must 
yet be solved before 1965. The technique being used in our 
present pilot installation does' not yet correspond to the 
newest insights of research? the result of this ;|rs.that at 
the moment the average production cost per ton of' finished 
product is still about double the wor^d market price. A 
decisive lowering of the costs can duly be achieved by im- 
proved technology, lowered norms for materials' used, and re- 
duction in the amount of human labor in the production process. 
The construction and building up of large-scale installations 
must thus be determined by these indices. 

Suggestions of the Chemical Workers of Nuenchritz on Building 
Up the Installations 

Economic progress in our republic in all fields of public 
life requires people who, imbued with the realization of the 
victory of socialism, are willing to try new ways of organ- 
izing work. In order to achieve a unification of science 
and practice, we started goal-collectives and a research as- 
sociation in our plant. The members of these socialist work 
collectives are production workers and members of the intel- 
ligentsia of our plant, of the VEB KIB Chemistry, and of the 
Institute for Silicohe and Pluorocarbon Chemistry at Radebuel. 

Altogether three goal-collectives and one research associ- 
ation are working in our plant and concern themselves with the 
reconstruction measures of the following paats of the enter- 
prise: a) chloride enterprise; b) sulfuric acid enterprise; 
c) silicone enterprise; d) research on collective work. 

All existing socialist work collectives have planned in 
detail those problems which thry want to solve, within the 
total reconstruction, by 1965» with deadlines and the naming 
of .responsible parties. This guarantees that the overhauling 
and. building up of our installations will not proceed from 
the "green manage,ent table" but rather that all connected 
with the enterprise will feel responsible inasmuch as they, 
as a result of their experiences in production, will be able 
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to take an active part in the investment program even during 
its planning stage. Today*s builders of industrial instal- 
lations thus become tomorrow*s guiding organs for production. 

In Nuenchrits a Decisive Turn Is Being Taken in the 
Direction and. Guidance of Production 

Socialist; direction and guidance methods ar^'.determined 
primarily by collective.cooperation with the workers. While 
it is true that this principle has already been heeded in the 
past, there was the fault that to some extent the work was 
left to- its own devices. TM realisation of the German 
chemistry program requires .a significant improvement of 
direction and guidance..i For this reason we initiated in our 
plant the consistent adoption of the following measures: 

1. Every week all the basic points of production and ad- 
ministration are discussed collectively in the plant-directing 
collective, and measures for the immediate removal.of all 
deficiencies and weaknesses found are decided upon. All 
decisions are written douwn, .;and a deadline as,well as who 
IS to take responsibility■are laid down, decisions on hand 
are filed only: after;-the elimination' of the weaknesses outr 
lined*': : '..,- >.:■,■:■■ ■;.;■.. •■■ v.'.;';..'')-^\:'' "., /\ "'" '.-...' 

'• 2. A: plan which was drawn up for the plantlih the begin- 
ningof July 1959 with the.cooperation of the workers: draws' 
the attention of the individual areas ofwork,to deficiencies 
of a basic nature^,for the removal of which the, efforts, of 
the whole collective will be needed. Responsibility is trans- 
ferred *to the leaders' of the technical, sections in question 
upon being namecKby the controlling organ* At,the predeter- 
mined deadline, the responsible parties are. to report on the 
planned or suggested measures.'! 

The basic points of the plan, which has as its goal the 
improvement of the present work and the. support of .the, ful- 
fillment of the Seven-Year Plan, ares 

1) an Improvement in thework of continual production . 
counseling,: which has as its most important task the raising 
of the productivity of labor; 
• 2) steady control over the fulfillment of our duty on the 
occasion of the tenth anniversary of our republic 
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3) an encompassing show of inventiveness and rationalising, 
with the initiative of the masses oriented toward the follow- 
ing problems;  .,,,::; 

a) increased labor productivity» decreased production 
and^material input costs, savings in manpower; 

b) improved quality and increased obligations incurred 
in honor of the Tenth anniversary of our republic; 

b) Suggestions for the adoption of measuring and con- 
trolling devices which will save labor,and simultaneously 

• increase plan fulfillment. The special character of this 
contest is emphasized by the fact that prizes in the form 
of objects are given in addition to the legally payable 
monetary prizes. 

M)  continuous discussion and refinements of the already 
worked out long-range plan;: 

5) the working out of proposals for improving technology; 
6) laying down of measures for improving the guidance and 

raising the political-ideological level of all employed in 
our plant; 

7) our. workers have recognized that an increase in produc- 
tion depends on consistent application of the socialist style 
of working. Their answer is the formation of socialist 
brigades and youth brigades. 

Even now there are concrete proofs that the work of social- 
ist brigades is a higher form of the socialist contest. 

A further demonstration of the progressiveness of our 
staff can be seen in that: . 

21 colleagues achieved qualifications for exercising a 
second occupation; 

2h  colleagues are.at the moment studying for such quali- 
fications; 

2^1 colleagues of both sexes are organizing and continual- 
ly improving their work according to progressive work- 
ing methods. 

Much space in the discussions of the last few weeks was 
taken up by a discussion of the plan of operations until 
7 October.1959» the tenth anniversary of our republic. The 
employees of the plant agreed in the spring of this year to 
have the state plan already 80 percent fulfilled in honor of 
the festive day of our republic. Production deficiencies in 
the first quarter, which were caused mostly by circumstances 
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beyond the control,.of. our plant, left us behind with respect 
to plan fulfilleient,.but we-caught up in the second quarter 
and we're even able to get 1.1 days ahead of the plan by 30 
June 1959. To safeguard our obligation we worked out a plan 
of operations starting .11July 1959, which was binding for the 
whole plant.: This plan provided inimum daily quantities for 
every product to be produced;by; us, and.in sime instances 
considerably larger quantities than those mentioned in the 
intensificed state plan.' A- check oh the plan of operations 
iskept daily by an operational staff, which includes ^produc- 
tion worker's, members of the plant admihis.tration,:|and mem- 
bers, of the BPO and.the BGE [abbreviations not •IdefitifiedJ, 
Any deficiencies uncovered-in production are, insofar as 
possible, corrected immediately, and if this is necessary 
the WB Electrochemical and Synthetics is drawn into the 
problem as the. servicing headquarters,.. With the continued 
cooperation of all employees, this method of working will 
guarantee a continual overfulfillment of all parts of the 
plan» We can prove our •expectations with the overfulfillment 
of.the mpst important tasks set by the state plan which; we 
achieved by 30 June 1959s 

a) fulfillment- of the. productionplan: 100.6 percent, 1.1 
days ahead,of the plan:': • 

bV fulfillment of the increase in labor productivityt 
101,1 percent 

; ..,*•-.. c.) fulfillment ..of:..the" investment plan: 
1) expansion of the basic means: • 51 percent 
'2)"maintenance of the basic means:.52 percent 

d) fulfillment of the.export-plähi 56 perCent  ..;;.-' ... 
e) fulfillment of the finance plan:  ■  '■■ 

1) yield of the production merchandise at enterprise 
pricest 102*9 percent : 

2) decrease in production: ?•$+ percent as against a 
rise of 3*37 percent ; ' 

3) yield for the enterprise: 167.900 D.M"{167*9 TDM) as 
. against :.a planned loss, of 22* TOO DM 

- ■■ }/'!''-,}$■ vxafbteulon delivered: 90 percent; 

Our course is set for 7 October 1959» at which date, we 
[shall] report-the following to-our-state: 

a plan fulfillment, of; 80 percent; 
a fulfilltnent of the; investment plan of 70. percent; . 

) a one-percent saving of investment means per project; 
) the completion of the projects ahead of the deadlines 

while, keeping costs below those planned; 
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5) a fulfillmgntnöf the project plan of 80 percent5 
6) the putting into operation of the planned capacity 

ahead of the deadlines; and 
7) a fulfillment of the export plan of 80 percent 

. Our desire for the fulfillment of the plan is expressed in 
the fact that when the operating plan was laid down it was 
also suggested that the distribution of premiums be changed 
in such a way that the premiums from the cultural and social 
fund for the sedond and third quarters of 1959 &ot be dis- 
tributed before 7 October but rather on the feast day of our 
republic according to the contribution of each individual to 
the common success. Although, according to the legal provi- 
sions, the premiums are supposed to be distributed by the 
25th of the month immediately following the end of the res- 
pective quarter, we are trying with our proposal to encourage 
every employee to try to give his best so as to be able to 
set a fine birthday table for our republic. 

It is true that in the foregoing exposition we did not 
touch upon all the problems which our plant is facing at 
present and will still face in the future. It seems much 
more important to us to show that we understand correctly 
the exhortation of our government—"plan with, work with,- 
govern with"—and to convince people that our employees not 
only speak of it but also act accordingly. 

Photo Captions 

Figure 1. Partial View of a Silicone Installation. 

Figure 2. Partial View of a Silicone Installation, 
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EAST GERMANY 

■ ■ I \ 
Theme and Organization of Work,of the Institute of 

Synthetic Fiber Research in Relation to 
Practical Application" 

[This is a translation of an article by 
Hermann Kläre in Chemische-Technik, 
Vol 11, No 9, September 1959 i Berlint 
pages 509-513; CSO: 3276-N/5J 

Problem and Organization 

If we try to outline the task of the Institute for Fiber 
Research of the German Academy of Science in Berlin in one 
sentence, we may formulate it about as follows: 

Research in the field of macromolecular chemistry, 
using the methods of chemistry, physical chemistry, 
colloid chemistry, and phsics on natural and syn- 
thetic fiber-forming polymers, and their formation 
into synthetic fibers as well as their behavior 
and properties. 

The task of the institute is thus limited both in the 
direction of raw materials and in that of application—i.e., 
as a rule no syntheses for obtaining new monomers and no work 
on the application of synthetic fibers are undertaken. In 
the same way the field of concern is almost exclusively that 
of synthetic fibers—i.e., natural fibers are introduced, if 
at all, only for comparison purposes. 

A clear formulation and delimitation of the problem is 
necessary before the organization and subject matter of the 
studies—and especially the relations of these studies and 
their results to practice, i.e., to the synthetic fiber in- 
dustry—can be discussed. 

Every institute in the natural sciences which is concerned 
with research and development faces an important basic prob- 
lem, regardless of the specific nature of the technical field. 
This is tge question of a correct choice of topic and of a 
functioning organization of scientific work, which in the last 
analysis must lead to the quickest possible practical applica- 
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tion of the results so that they will become immediately 
useful. 

This. requiretoent^or the,.quickest;possible practical appli- 
cation of r^sSasch^r^ulSs^ fcowever, 4n no way; ^ .Jj inter- 
preted as meaning: that"^ng-drai^out baöic^research is to be 
condemned a prioli-, this wdüld irideed be a fateful mistake! 

It is much mbre a'question 4i%ranging and choosing the 
problem, organisation^ and subjelcts in such.a way that-- 
within the framework vöf.the possibilities, of the.people's 
economy and in accordance with the available and ongrowing 
scientists-with sufficient attention being given to basic 
research, all research plans will aim at the highest possible 
result coefficient, in the sense of a fruitful^widening rf 
our ..knowledge and a practical application of these insights* 

although the -leadership collective o^our' institute makes 
great efforts to ;see that.research is left to chance ^niy-in 
exceptional cases, it would be an exaggeration to say_that^a 
process functioning completely .without -friction has already 
been found for solving all-the,problems of.the organization 
abd subject matter of. .our; feserach,work in. the sense^of_tne 
problem as outlined • .above.. Eveniwith Us,there^are still al- 
ways differences of opinion; ori.whetheir: Pur choice j£^^g*" 
and their results in relation to the practice of fiber^produc- 
tion do have an optimal usefulness coefficient.^ In this res- 
pect, it is- still? an open question p* whether the concept or 
an "optimal usefulhess:Coef.ficient" Can' be defined unambigu- 
ously 'today, and- :it is questionable: whether an agreement on 
this matter can soon be reached between the members of a 
research institute.and the experts.of. industry. Jn^the 
extreme case, each ;unde,rstands..something different by it-* 
the scientist the final-solutiön/öf a theoretically^interest- 
ing basic question, without regard to the time required, and 
the expert the quick.;solution,,of a,sometimes very limited 
partial problem of■■ his^manufacturing" operation^ which will re- 
move in the shortest possible..time one of the many headaches 
in the operation of the .enterprise. :.:;itt.my opinion, the mam 
consideration in this respect is :to-find an organisational 
form for the connection with practice which assures that all 
interested parties will, be heard in. the choice of subjects 
and which will eliminate,:the .idangerV that in some partial 
field we will have basic, research without, a definite purpose 
and applied research without an evident reason.„J^ese^ques- __ 
tions of the organizational,form choseh in the GDR in the field 
of research and ^m^o^iamt ^BVB a0.t^a6y  discussed two years 
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ago during the first conference on artificial fibers in 
Moscow, and it was brought out at that time how the "Chemical 
Fiber" work circle tries to vote between the representatives 
of the research institute and those of industry on the sub- 
jects of research as required by the economic situation, 
and how it tries to make the achieved results useful. The 
speech is available in printed form in the minutes of the 
above-mentioned conference* ■ ■• 

The work circles With itä work groups asi-the organisation 
responsible for the choi6e and voting on,'the reseatföji sub- 
jects and the practical application of the results* .Has. , 
proved itself over the past "years>: arid many membdi* of diir 
industry have in this way ga|ried exact knowledge on the 
development problems of Our synthetic fiber industry, while 
on the other hand the co-workers of industry get to know 
the work of our institute and can take advantage of it. 

During the past year the whole problem, which has been 
briefly outlined heres has entered a new—one might almost 
say an acute--stage. Because of the decision of the Fifth 
Party Congress of the £erman united Socialist Party, the 
chemical industry- in general and the industry of synthetic 
fibers in particular have become basic points in the indus- 
trial development of the next few years» It goes without 
saying that these great plans exercise a significant influ- 
ence on the subject matter and tempo of the research projects 
of our institute and on collaboration with practice. In an 
organisational sense, the great "chemistry program" found 
expression in the formation of research associations. These 
research associations,•which are created individually for a 
limited period in order to solve a,particularly pressing, 
problem, encompass co-workers of different work circles 
from the basic material to the finished product. To cite an 
example? the members of the "polyester fiber's" research as- 
sociation are representatives of the chemistry of basic, 
materials, the chemistry of synthetic fibers, textile re- 
search, and machine-building, from industry and research 
institutes, who together treat all problems of research and 
development in the field of polyester fibers, discuss the 
carrying out of the subjects, and coordinate, control, and 
discuss the results in order to achieve the highest possible 
result with the least expenditure of time and money* This 
circle is consciously kept small and consists of at most 10 
to 12 people, who, however, must give assurance that they 
will lay aside their personal wishes with respect to their 
research topics in the service of the greater goal of bring- 
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ing some task of importance for the people's economy from 
theT9seiwcfe"or'.="se^-techriiöal\iaevoX9PWßAt;8ta^ into in- 
dustrial: practice, as'. ^ick^ ai poss^X^, ;;.: _ 

Subject Katte,r .'.'■"'■■..'.:    ":-'.-.   ', jV"c,;''v;.     .''"■■'■■''.- 
As already mentioned» numerous members of our institute- 

are active within'the framework of this organisation of 
scientific and technical research in the field of synthetic 
fibers* which entails |in absolutely, hecessary constant con- 
tact with practical questions, this constant contact gave 
rise," and does so ta ah ever-iticreasingextent, to the choice 
of subjects for our worki, where we let ourselves be guided by 
the thought that, in spite: of all efforts and in spite of all 
the great successes, thefce is still in general a very■ wide 
discrepancy between empirical experience and scientific in- 
sight in the field of synthetic fibers. Thus the primary task 
of the choice of subirects ?Ar a scientific research organiza- 
tion in this fieldis^ ciearlydelineated, since each new 
theoretical insight wilt ^imir^oi^d with special parity in 
an improvement of production conditions brought about by an 
improved understanding of the basic Relations of a work _ 
process. The hoped-for close connection with industry and; 
its development organs within the framework of the organiza- 
tion described -above keeps the total .work of the institute- 
in- spite-of and particularly because of the emphasis on its 
scientific-theoretical work—tied to reality. This is a 
premise for our efforts tö „make our organization the central 
scientific-research institute for synthetic fibers ixi the 
German Democratic Republic and thus the.scientific con- 
science of ourindustry^ \:,  ;c; ,"•;V 

■ ■    Thus,.in our choice; of';; subjects, these/premises are also 
important, ih; addition; to: political considerations and those 
concerning the peopieTa economy. ; 

Concerning the people's ecohomy-^and thus in a broader 
sense also;political considerations—we may mention the fol- 
lowing subjects: 

, -1. According to the decisions of the Fifth Paryy Congress, 
the < bottleneck in the wool sector is to be eliminated as 
«uiekly'as possible through a consistent development and 
production; ofsyntheticfibers based on;synthetic high,poly- 
mers- and- on cellulose, in such: a manner, that the resulting 

*> synthetic fibers when combined with wool or staple rayon» or 



in exceptional cases even when used by themselves, will yield 
clothing with wool-like characteristics of really high 
quality. 

Two "basic subjects for our research work follow from the 
above*-namely, the field of pölyestör fibers and that of 
polyacrylic nitrile fibers\  which we still consider the most 
promising representatives of the W-type woolttype fibers. 

2. The situation existing in the field of viscose cord 
silk (Viskosecordseide), and to some extent also in the fields 
of viscose artificial silk and viscose rayon (Viskosekunst- 
seide} und Viskosezellwolle), makes it imperative to create 
the scientific, theoretical, and practical prerequisites 
needed for the fullest utilization of all the obviously 
still present possibilities of the raw material cellulose 
when suitably formed into synthetic fibers. In the end, this 
means the clarification of the numerous processes of a chemi- 
cal, physical chemical, and colloid chemical nature which are 
required for obtaining a regenerated cellulose fiber having 
the optimal strength, tension, resistance to wetting, curling, 
and fatigue for the particular application planned. We are 
fully aware that this subject in particular is more easily 
stated that solved. As a result, we are also not so con- 
ceited as to think that we could solve this problem in all 
its dimensions and within a reasonable period of time by our- 
selves—a fact which finds expression in this field particu- 
larly through close collaboration with the friendly socialist 
countries. We try to solve partial problems, to which we 
shall return later. In any case, this field is also a basic 
point within out subject matter, 

3. In spite of the satisfying development in the field of 
polyamides, which in the GDR is connected with a certain—one 
might almost say—tradition, there are also numerous un- 
solved questions which are reflected in the subjects of our 
research work. Worthy of mention as examples in this con- 
nection are the building up and study of unit-polymer poly-- 
amides through systematic synthesis from already known 
oligomers, the release of the rapid polymerization of capro- 
lactam, and the preparation of melting-resistant products 
through the rapid polymerization of N-acyl-lactams, dis- 
covered almost simultaneously by Wichterle in Prague and by 
Rothe and Tomaschewski in our institutes further, the prepara- 
tion and processing of high-molecular polymers with a molecu- 
lar weight of 100,000 and over, as well as questions relating 
to the formation of thread from the melt and systematic studies 
on the preparation of thread under normal and extremely high 
drawing-off speeds. 
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,..'Starting with the general assumption that: 

a) the sisei of the molecular weight, the distribution of 
the molecular weighty the molecular and supermolecular struc- 
ture, and the chemical behavior of molecular substancesj 

b5 the state of these macromolecules in solution or on 
the molten state;, and ■■■■. 

c) the processes during thread (formation and orientation 
and the resulting structure of theMthread  V .'• 

determine to a large extent the positive and negative proper- 
ties of the threads'as well as the ,still existing shortcomings 
in synthetic fiber production, there, then follow further re- 
search topics for ;our institute which correspondingly encom- 
pass., mblejcular weight determinations,, chain-length distri- 
butions, X-ray. spectrpgraphy, electron microscopy, infrared 
spectrography, rheology, and nilcrökinematography, as well as 
kinetic' studies on the- polymeriaatipn. and condensation 
processes,in general. Work Is also being done on the specific 
botanic questions of the formation: o£lignin and cellulose in 
wood^ the careful extraction of cellulose from wood, the re- 
action ability of celluloses of various origins, as well as 
unsolved questions on the, reaction of cellulose with alkali 
and carbon dlsulfide/*-i.e., on viscose formation. 

. In conclusion, let it be mentioned that modern analytical 
methods for the characterization of starting materials and 
intermediate products of synthetic fiber production are also 
being worked out, and new refining and testing procedures for 
synthetic fibers are being developed and studied.. 

The Relation of; the Results to Practice - 

. As was developed above, it. is our main aim insofar as pos- 
sible to connect our work, even those aspects having a de- 
cidedly theoretical subject matter, with some tasks set by 
practice.  /. 

In the last part of. this exposition an attempt is made to 
show, on the basis of some examples of results, obtained last 
year and this year, to what extent it was possible to reach 
this goal. At the same time this shows how we conceived this 
relation of our work to practice and what we understand by it. 
It will be seen—and this is why we reproduce these three 
examples—that here, without doubt, is .pause of discussion ... 
and criticism» We are also aware of the: fact that we will 
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still need much effort and undoubtedly also time in order to 
achieve' the connection to practice in the sense of being able 
to solve acute problems and on the other hand simultaneously 
to work out'insights for new- technical development possibili«? 
ties which will lead to improved industrial processes only in 
the future or may even lay ttie foundations for the prepara- 
tion of new types of fibers. 

the first example concerns the results of studies in the 
field of viscose synthetic, fibers. 

It is we'll known ibhat to date relatively little Information 
is aväilai»e\ön the unquestionably very Important process of 
the coagulation and regnerätion of viscose solutions—i.e., 
on the unfolding of the process of thread formation in the 
spinning bath. The reaction taking place In this case, which 
runs its couse in ä fraction of a second and is a combination 
of diffusion processes, osmosis, and chemical reactions* has 
a rather far .-reaching influence in determining the behavior, 
quality, and physical properties of the finished regenerated 
ceiiXlöse threads. Thus the experimental - clariification of 
these processes and their theoretical interpretation are 
matters of great practical interest. 

So far we have used and developed two methods for ap- 
proaching the final solution of this problem. 

1) the microphotographic recording Of spinning individual 
threads, under technological conditions« 

2) the study of cellulose xanthogenate model threads 

In addition, we are at the moment working out new methods 
to determine the rate of coagulation of viscose solutions  - 
depending on the type and concentration of the solution 
used. The following results—here summarized briefly—are 
available to dates 

With the help of the microphotographic method it is pos- 
sible—with the assistance of indicators—to characterize 
completely the neutralization and acidification processes in 
the spinning bath and to determine in what manner the entry 
of hydrogen ions into the cellulose xanthogenate gel depends 
on the composition of the viscose and of the bath as well as 
on the output and the rate of drainage. Through this method 
it is also possible to determine the effect of so-called   , 
modifiers. 
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For -example* we fauna very interesting, relationships be- 
■' tweeh the manner in: which the r>gneration process takes , 
place, and the proportion of the salt, concentration--■-.-., 
'especially N32SQJ+ and Zi&Ou.., The:retarding effect of the 
modifiers on the decomposition,, already known per se, as- 
well as their effect on the amouht of swelling of thegel, 
can be measured exactly and aetermined numerically.^^This^ 
makes it possible to characterize the mode of operation of. 
different modifiers. We were also able to demonstrate that 
the modifiers have a decided effect as protective colloids. 

;  The studies on model threads led, among other results, to 
a clarification of the connection between the action of the 
ZnSOk present in the bath and"the formation of the coating 
and nucleus.in viscose threads. We further found that the 
course of the decomposition of the zinc xanthogenate is 
strongly dependent on the fluctuation of"the nydrogen.ions 
diffusing in' and:« the:hydroxide ions diffusing out. All 
these determinations led' us\&.;&;conception of the-course. of 
the decomposition in theipinning: thread which in the end 
culminates Ih a situation^.where strongly acid, to strongly 
basic layers: in the interior':b£.the/thread appear and. are _ 
passed through, with the. reactions Which arö decisive for^the 
structure of the thread taking place at the carefully studied 
border layer between acid and alkali, while at the same time 
an important role.is played by the diffusion speed of the 
bath components, which in turn is influsnced by the composi- 
tion of the bath and of the viscose... 

We are of the opinion that the final clearing up of the 
relations sketched here is of considerable importance for the 
practice of viscose spinning and that this is the only way 
in which empirlcism--for example, in trying out new spinning 
schemes-~can tbe overcome,»-  ■-■.•^l'. 

The second example concerns the results of studies, in the 
field of polyester fibers. 

In this cases the problems of greatest urgency for us at 
the moment are the search, for a suitable catalyst for the 
interchange of ester radicals and for polyester formation, 
and the important as well as difficult question of improving 

- the-fusing stability of molten'polyethylene glycol tereph- 
- thälatö; A' systematic study was carried out oh the first 
problem The results showed,.among other.things, that forum- 
lating the question as above is'incorrect—i.e., the::mode of 
operation of the catalysts changes according to- whether they 



are used for the interchange of ester radicals or for the 
formation of polyesters. Thus, cobalt acetate, for example, 
is more effective in the condensation than in the pre- 
cohdehsatioh. It further turned out that the most effective 
catalysts (for example, iron bensoate) unfortunately cannot 
be used in practice because of the discoloration which always 
takes places especially since the resulting polycondensates; 
were also very unstable thermically. We were also able to 
determine Within the framework of these studies that the ex- 
change Of ester radicals as Veil as polyester formation oc- 
cur a£t first-order reactions. As a practical results, it was 
seen that thöre are probably ho optimal catalysts in the 
seriie ihiirhich the question was posed, so that ^unfortunately, 
for tn6;time being coittpröritises must be made which take into 
consideration the rate of estei* radical exchange and of poljt- 
condensatiön, as well as the color tone and thermic stability 
of the melt. 

Our results available to date regarding the improvement of 
thermic stability showed' a relation between the thermic 
stability of a polyester and the number of free carboxyl end 
groups in the condensate. If this determination is confirmed, 
we will at least have an indication of how to attack this ex- 
tremely difficult problem. There should be no question that 
even a' partial solution would already be of extraordinary 
importance for practice. 

The last example is chosen from our studies in the field 
of polyacrylonitrile fibers, 

As may be seen from the publications by our institute, the 
systematic studies conducted by us were the basis for the 
adoption of the so-called Prelana process in the Friedrich 
Engels VEB Articifical Silk Plant of Premnitz. These studies 
encompassed the development of a reduction-oxidation- 
polymerisation process for acrylonitrile in solution and the 
spinning in hexanetriol baths of the polymerisate dissolved in 
dimethyl formamide. A continuation of these studies has 
lately led to the development of a continuous polymerization 
process—i.e., to the preparation of the spinning solution in 
one operation from acrylonitrile in dimethyl formamide. It 
should be obvious that such a process, when transferred to an 
industrial scale, has considerable practical advantages in 
comparison with the discontinuous process being used at 
present, in which the polymerized acrylonitrile is first 
isolated, crushed, and dried, and then dissolved in dimethyl 
formamide to give the spinning solution. Naturally, many 
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problems always develop in; w6rfcittg.;Qüt^üöh a process, and 
in this case they are, for example,.; the: question of the 
duration of polymerization, "the size, of'the .exchange,, and the 
setting of the molecular weight appropriate f or - spinning.: 
In order not to be dependent bit purely,empirical experiences 
in this work, in the past year we have: carried but some, 
kinetic studies on the catalytically initiated polymeri- 
zation of acrylonitrile in dimethyl formamidfey ethylene car- 
bonate, and other solvents; the mathematical interpretation 
of the results showed9 among other things, that although the 
rate of;reaction in•ethylene carbonate is greater than in 
ditt&thylformamide, this cavtses the ethylehö carbonate 
solution always to result in polymers of a considerably higher 
molecular weight than the dimethyl tormamide solution* and 
according to experience.the working of such polymers into 
fibers presents more difficulties. These mathematical inter- 
pretations of the kinetic studies therefore led us to the ■■ 
practical result that dimethyl formamide has certain advan- 
tages over other solvents- as.the 'solvent for the continuous 
polymerization of acrylonitj&liB^ih spite of. the relatively 
small rate of growth*. ; Vr ^ , - ■ i .-■■'" ' 

Ig. seems necessary In conclusion to point to one, more fact, 
the importance of which cannot be: overestimated and which also 
in one sense represents an important relation to practice. 
This is the training of young chemists in our specialty. This 
task is also being tackled by our institute at a steadily 
increasing rate through the issuing of diplomas and doc- 
torates and the placing of these graduates in the synthetic 
fiber ■industry.. •-•,      .-■■■,'..■■■ 

For this; reason let it" be" emphasised at this point that -x 
quite a. number of pur young: collaborators, some trained by 
us, have had. a 'prominent;,share in obtaining the results of 
some of the studies, which were described in more detail as 
well as of other studies made at bur institute which were 
not touched Upon in this article. 
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1 

EAST GERMANY 

Cooperation of the Chamber of Technology 
In Carrying Out the Chemical Progräm 

[This is a translation of an article by 
Heinz Marten in Chemische Technik, Vol 
11. No 9, September 1959, Berlin, pages  ■■-:*» 
516-517 *,cso: 3276-N/6] :. .;•;£ 

Through its valuable collaboration in building up our 
socialist peopled economy, the KDT [Kammer der Technik} 
Chamber of Technology] gained general recognition, so that 
it became more and more an integrating element of the 
economic life of the German Democratic Republic. While the 
First Congress had the" task of organizing the work of the, 
KDT in the direction of the achievements reached up to that 
point, during the Second Congress the purpose was to orient 
the voluntary technical collection work in accordance with 
the great economic development of the German Democratic 
Republic. While until the Second Congress in January 1959 
the KDT saw its main task in the dissemination of knowledge 
for the advancement of technical education, this is no longer 
sufficient. 

■..' While the institution of meetings having international 
participation gave the different, technical fields a good 
orientation ön the newest stand of technology and impulses ..'• 
for further activity, especially among the technical groups 
and enterprise sections of the KDT, they yet did not lead 
to results which represented, an immediate advantage for the. 
enterprises. In some cases the state organs received recom- 
mendations and important suggestions/for further development 
in the various branches of the economy. Thus, for example, 
the PV [Fach Verein; Technical Association] "Chemical Tech- 
nology" participated in the development of synthetics and 
layer plastics and contributed decisively to the populari- 
zation of an appropriate use of these substances* The develop- 
ment of tires, coatings, and modern laboratry equipment, and 
their introduction in the laboratory and industrially, as well 
as recommendations for the law on the protection of wood and 
for the law on the admissible quantity of waste matter ejec- 
ted by industrial chimneys are a few other results of the ac- 
tivities of the FV. 
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Today the 80,000 members of the KD!l! request that they be 
allowed to participate actively ih the shaping of the tech- 
nical-economic, problems of our people's economy. Such a 
concentration Of technical experts, who have voluntarily 
joined together for the furthering of the technical- 
economic progress and the fulfillment of the socialist recon- 
struction of the GDR, represents a great potential achieve- 
ment for oufc people's economy. In West Germany there is 
al|o an engineering organization, the VDI [Verien Deutscher 
Ingenieure; Association of German Engineers]. It is un- 
deniable that thousands of members of the Association of 
German Engineers deserve great credit with regard to the 
development and progress of technology in Germany. Unfor- 
tunately, however, it is also a fact—and this was proved 
on the occasion of the Second Congress of the KDT—that 
many members of the VDI were "misused" for anti-national 
and anti-democratic purposes by the management directed by 
the concerns, and the results of their work were used for 
rearming and for the imperialist war. It was shown by in- 
formation in the VDI Nachrichten that the VDI has today 
again become an instrument of the monopolies and is being 
used to prepare for war. 

Because of this, the KDT has the responsibility of en- 
lightening all scientists and engineers about these matters, 
so that they will be able to fulfill their tasks while being 
fully conscious of the political connection. The completion 
of socialist construction requires highly trained workers, 
engineers, and scientists, who are convinced of the victory 
of socialism, who make good use of the advantages of social- 
ist cooperative work, and are guided in their thoughts and 
actions by the spirit of true humanism, the basic principles 
of socialist morality. 

For the KDT it is now time to develop and promote a higher 
form of voluntary-technical collective work—namely, social- 
ist collective work, with particular emphasis on collective 
work on complex tasks, This is particularly the case where 
the KDT cooperates with the chemical program, the nucleus of 
the solution of the main economic task. Socialist work col- 
lectives have already developed in many enterprises, and in 
addition in many bezirka inter-enterprise collectives have 
been formed. 

In Halle Bezirk, for example, a socialist work collective 
was formed on the intiative of the enterprise section of the 
Wolfen VEB Dye Plant (Farbenfabrik) from co-workers of the 
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Wolfen VEB Dye Plant, the Agfa Wolfen VEB Film Plant (Film- 
fabrik), and the Bitterf eld- VEB Electrochemical Combine5 it 
works on complex problems such as how and where the accumu- 
lating pit water from the open working of brown coal may be 
usefully utilizect;> how the artificial forwarding of the waste 
water from the Johannes" pit can be made to occur naturally 
beyond the drainage pit, in what manner different materials 
to counter the corrosion of M ventilator wings on venti- 
lator cooler towers should be^|fttrodueed, etc. 

In Karl Marx Stadt; ^rfu^t,' and Leipzig Bezirks, socialist 
work collectives called »Chemical Program" were formed and 
set themselves the task {of .bringing together the technical 
leadership of the available FV's for the solution of com- 
plex problems*  '.."'■■. 

In Leipzig, for example, the following problems are being 
treated: further uses of synthetics, recuperation of phenol, 
and biological purification,of the Leipzig waters, consul- 
tations on the design of chömlcal installations, problems- of 
petroleum chemistry in connection with the development of 
the Schwedt (Oder) Petroleum Combine, 

A decision of the ««Chemical Technology»' FV on the occasion 
of its second session of delegates :in May 1959 States: »In 
order to give effective support in their people's economic 
tasks to the enterprises of the chemical industry of the GDR 
through socialist collective work within the framework of the 
KDT and guided according to the plan, the development of the 
"Chemical Technology» FV and the activation of its inter- 
enterprise groups, as well as of the enterprise sections, is 
to be continued and reinforced with all available means. .In 
order to raise the degree of effectiveness of the enterprise 
sections and support their technical activity, all central 
and district (bezirkliche) leadership and work groups of_the 
FV are to shape their entire activity in a manner more closely 
connected with practice. It is required that the enterprise 
sections delegate more co-workers for the central and district 
work groups. In this connection, young scientists^ tech- 
nicians, and economists are above all to be given the pppor- 
tunity to work with older colleagues in their field on the 
solution of problems of the people's economy in the manage- 
ment and work groups of the FV.» The need for an improved 
leadership in the FV was satisfied through a new election of 
the leaders. Interpreting the consummation of the economic 
commission of the Politbureau at the ZK [not identified] of. 
the United German Socialist Party with KDT functionaries, the 
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new leadership of the technical association, "Chemical Tech- 
nology j" gave advice on the further tasks and in particular 
on the concrete collaboration of the KM in the Chemical 
program» The most insistent complex problems in connection 
with the fulfillment of the.chemical program combine the 
goals of obtaining an optlniäl performance of machine- 
building and the construction industry. This is the basis for 
the technical-economic probiims which the KÖT has set itself 
now that it will participate actively in the fulfillment of 
the chemical program under the guidance of the »Chemical 
Technology" FV. In the future it will not be possible to 
consider separately from the work of the KDT such important 
problems as the design and construction Of new installations 
and the technological shaping of individual procedures, or 
the far-reaching type-clarification and standardization of 
the equipment heeded by the chemical industry and of the 
products made by it. In order to avoid a scattering of the 
available forces and duplications of work, the technical 
committees with the corresponding WB on the one hand, and 
the technical leadership in the districts with the economic 
agencies on the other hand, are setting up systematic com- 
munications and concluding agreements. Regular reports and 
exchanges of experiences on the occasion of the planned 
quarterly enlarged leadership meetings are expected to lead 
to concrete guidance activity within the FV, The further 
events still planned for 1959 by the FV »Chemical Technology» 
are supposed to present complex problems to a wider circle 
of co-workers and to lead them toward concrete tasks, to the 
immediate advantage of the enterprises. Simultaneously, 
further training of the workers in close correlation with 
the practical tasks at hand is to take place. An important 
measn for the realization of the chemical program is rep- 
resented by inventions and suggestions, and especially by 
the engineer account movement. It can be shown that, in 
accordance with the orientation of the enterprise sections 
of the KDT toward this particular possibility, there resulted 
an absolute and relative increase in the engineer account 
movement in the large chemical enterprises. 
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Comparison of the Engineer Account Movement in Halle, 
Bezirk* First Quarter of 1958 Compared to 

First Quarter of 1959 

Quarter 

Number of En- 
gineer Accounts 
:'       Chemi- 

All In-     cal 
dustrial  Enter- 
Branches   prises 

Profit for the 
People's Economy 

All In-      Chemical 
dustrial      Enter- 
Branches     prises 

TDM* TDM 

(1958) 
I 

(1959) 

81 

130 

11 

61 

9^1.6 

1,^33A 

787.O 

1,09** A 

'[Presumably; 1,000 DM] 

The popularization of the work of the KDT will demonstrate 
to the whole population the significance of voluntary tech- 
nical collective work for the building of socialism in the 
GDR. For this reason it is most necessary to pay the great- 
est possible attention to the popularization of the results 
achieved, since recommendations, suggestions, etc« fulfill 
their purpose only if they become known to those who can see 
that they are realized. Also, but not least, the publicity 
carried out by the KDT should contribute to making all em- 
ployees aware of the long-range aspects of technology in a 
socialist society and thus to making them better able to 
use all their powers on the side of progress, for the good 
of all the citizens of our state and of the whole peace camp. 

102*f 
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F.&RT GERMAN 

[This is a translation ot an^article .by 

\. |a^V CSOr 32224N/a] ; 

^The following statements-^^^^SS^lMoSS^1 

of a departmental.co^ittee_concerning i ttentM? of »em- 
Sith the goal ^, fa^cttlar0.y dgreening ylM1   u,g. 

Kof^e'cM 

The recbnstiMactW pl^|^°A^yLf IroÄ^apital- 
• should eet aside torner diylslcnsreew bJ- OTtration and 

4<st inheritance and replace *««»* ".*  ..  ? t    our socialist, 

iame time the following concepts: 

■ sent-proc„ffiÄlÄ pXStf^Z^ 
of techniques . .      ; -   : 

2   Organisational end technical measures designed to in 
crease efficiency and production. 

3; introduction if'the; nevest techniques, ,   ,- 

V. Standardisation^ ^^e^ef of &S °     ' 
to increase production by reaucxng 

The reconstruction ^ ^undertaken step^by s
s^if ic 

.. full economic success By ^^?^gproduction branch in Its 
'ehterprise but rather a^particuiar £*? •   onding timeschedule 

s-^®iyv^Ä«-.jg^?^^;j^?SSÄ thl supplying an* therefore necessitates an^agreeme^ evolves complex 
consuming branches of industry, an 
planning 
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2» Previous Work Methods of the Steel Industry 

The tendency of metallurgy to place greater value on 
quantity than on quality and variety has,inhibited its fur- 
ther development. Thlö was particularly^pointed out in the 
criticism of Walter Ulbricht ön the occasion of the Fifth 
Party Day (V Parteitag). ^he steel industry of our country 
must therefore pass over j&to the! third stage of development 
and accelerate its produ^fibh:öf quality and refined steel. 
The small amount of mass ifteel (Massenstahl) decreased 
thereby should be replenished through importation, which' 
requires considerably less expenditure than does refined steel. 

The lack of cooperation;between developmental sites in the 
Steel-consuming industry and ferrous metallurgy has led to 
difficultiesf; since the development of the necessary Steel 
types Was begun only at the moment that the consuming indus- 
try approächäd mötälltirgy with its demands* At. this time, 
however, the designing ähd/or construction of apparatuses  . 
and the planning of machines was already so fäi* ädvandfed that 
there was not sufficient time for the development of new 
steel types. Unwelcome delays occurred, forcing utilization 
of the required quality refined steel for the first apparatus- 
es and designs, since the carrying out of the plans could 
not be held up. For this reason it Was emphatically demanded 
at the Fifth Party Day, as well as the Chemists1 Conference, 
that in the future metallurgy have at its disposal suffici- 
ent time for development. 

Simultaneously, however, at its commencement, the produc- 
tion of refined steel with its involved procedures—as a re- 
sult of the previous overemphasis on the production of mass 
steel—must be broken. Refined steel can be produced only 
with particular care, following proven techniques, by the 
use of corresponding factories, and by capable and conscien- 
tious experts. Furthermore, its purity must ensured by 
repeated controls during fabrication and through analysis 
before shipment. 

3. New Work Methods of the Steel Industry 

The previous work methods of the steel industry, censured 
at the Fifth Party Day as "ideology by tons" must be changed 
and improved as quickly as possible. 
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The dimensions of the proposed task no longer permit a 
single person or institution to consider these problems alone, 
but rather demand genuine collective work. 

For the realization of the chemical'industry program, it 
is therefore necessary that chemists, engineers, and metal- 
lurgists agree among themselves subjectively and regularly 
concerning their developmental problems. Collective work 
must; however, not be limited to chemists, engineers, and 
metallurgists. The problems imposed upon these particular 
branches of industry are too great to be soluble without 
collective division of labor. No.one personality and no 
service department has today the ability to overcome alone 
the dimensions of the work to be accomplished. This fact has 
been recognized by the Iron Trades Division of Mining and 
Metallurgy of the State Planning Commission (Fachgebiet Eisen 
der Abteilung Berg-und Huettenwesen der Staatlichen Plankom- 
mission). A short time after the publication of the chemi- 
cal program, a group at- experts took upon themselves the 
task of determining the investments to be Mde. It also de- 
cided research and standardization, improvements in the area 
of TKO [presumably, Technical Control] work in testing 
materials, as well as their personnel development. 

h, Steels of the Chemical Industry Program     . 5 

This group suggested, more than 60 steels for. the chemical, 
industry program. They may be classified in the following 
five groups: . .. ■. 

Group 1: 

Twenty-one rust-free and acid-resistant steels, of which 
10 are ferritic and eleven are austenitic. 

This group does not include steels for welding electrode's, 
which are -required for welding steels"of this group. The 
recommended austenitic steels are almost all from the basic 
type 18 chromium/8 nickel (similar to VJ2A [not identifiedJ), 
with the addition of molybdenum for inhibition of corrosion , 
holes and with niobium-tantalum or titanium for the preven- 
tion of intercrystalline corrosion specifically between , 
molybdenum and. tantalum«, The ferritic steels are considered 
as chromium steels and are melted with or without molybdenum 
according to the requirements. 
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Group 2: 

Fifteen steels stable under hydrogen pressures this group 
contains only ferritic steels which are built upon a chromium 
or chromium-molybdenum basis. 

Group 3* 

Ten steels remaihing sd|id when heated for use at tempera- 
tures of 350 donees cin^igrade. 

Of these, two arö äustenitic chromium nickel steels, five 
are ferritic chromium-molybdenum steels With and without 
addition of vanadium, and three are ferritic manganese steels* 

Group hi 

Eleven heat- and flame-resistant steels. Of these» four 
belong to the chromium-aluminum type> three to the chromium- 
silicon type, and the remaining four are chromium-nickel- 
silicon steels. 

Group 5* 

Nitrated, enchromed (inchromiert) and aluminized steels. 
Besides two chroraium-molybdenum-vanadium steels and the 
chromium-titanium alloyed enchromed steels, the unalloyed 
steels CK10 and CK15 are included here. 

Furthermore, the production of plated pipes and sheet 
metal is contemplated. In the GDR there is little experience 
concerning these. 

5. Refined Steel Program 

Besides the preparation of steels for the chemical indus- 
try program, it was also decided on the occasion of.the Fifth 
Party Day to increase the variety of refined steels as well 
as its dimensions. Since steels intended for the chemical 
industry program comprise the greatest part of the refined 
steel program, it was decided to enlarge its assortment cor- 
respondingly, the previously mentioned five steel groups 
were thereofre complemented, to be augmented by four more 
groups« 
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1, Alloyed construction steel 
2. Machine-tool steels 

High-speed tool steels 
Special steels 1 

The,last group includes steels for rolling mills, turbine 
blades »Valves, springs, andsolid Joints*-.< ;. 

AS was mentioned at the beginning, the^production of re- 
fined steel requires a donsiderabie revision of the former 
methods 'of work. In particular, the. present facilities must 
be supplemented or replaced, as for example, the improvement 
of foundry facilities and especially installations for re- 
fractory stones as well as preparation of heatable refriger- 
ation chambers.  Although raw materials for the preparation 
of better refractory stones are not available, it is neces- 
sary to test whether by the corresponding importation of 
raw materials it is possible to bring our own production to 
the .urgently required quality   -. ■;■:■■••'.; 

In the steel mills, the ingot treatment capacity and in 
some cases also the resulting annealing capacity must be 
supplemented, since in a number of steel types it is neces- 
sary to/soften the blocks before treatment.  ,.. 

In the rolling mills particular attention must be given to 
cleaning and pickling levers, to polishing and scaling.steel 
rods, as well as to the necessary facilities for annealing,, 
compensating, standard annealing, and starting.      • 

The Completion and removal controls for refined steel may 
be improved by facilities for surface analysis*    . 

Still to be mentioned are the annealing of certain steels 
under protective gaö for the removal of carbon, as for exam- 
ple, steel for rolling mills or for filing, and the rough 
preliminary polishing of steel rods. Both these procedures 
must soon be introduced according to the latest advances.in 
technique;- , .V . : 

Part of the previous imports is a relative small amount of 
steel with special characteristics which requires a long time 
for delivery in the GDR or is at this time completely rejected 
by the rolling mills, A compromise must be found here between 
enlarging the corresponding rolling mill equipment and the 
economical production of steel with, these characteristics. 
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Extrusion should be mentioned as a second solution, as it 
is particularly suited for the economic production of rela- 
tively small amounts of steel having specifie character!s-r 
tics. 

As is known, the building of the steel industry has not 
been completed* This pauses about 80 percent of these pro- 
ducts to be ImiJoibted;in the second stage of treatment. Since 
at the same time thi4 branch of production is especially re- 
warding, it must be particularly advanced in the future. 
One must consider, however, that raw material must be avail- 
able iri sufficient quantity and quality. 

Investigations by specialists h&ie given.a clear picture 
of the present situation in our steel industry, Four points 
urgently require promotions 

1. The production of seamless pipes 
2. The production of sheet metal from highly alloyed steels 

The second intermediate stage of- treatment   . 
The production of plated materials 5 

The refined steel program is especially concerned with 
introducing into current production those steels already 
known but not yet made within the GDR. For example, in 
Group 1 the number of rust-free steels must be increased 
to 21 types. 

Considered from the point of view of melting technique, 
eleven of the suggested steels in this group are currently 
being melted. The production of five more steels creates 
no difficulties and can be started at any time. In five 
steels the carbon content is less than 0.10 percent. Smelt- 
ing is considered, since according to experiences of the 
Iron Research Institute (Eisen-Forschungsinstitut), only a 
carbon content of not less than 0.12 percent can at the pre- 
sent time be accurately determined by the use of the electric 
arc furnace. These steels must therefore be prepared in 
high-frequency ovens. 

There is still developmental work to be done on three 
steels: 

X 5 Cr Ni Mo Cu Nb 18,15, with 0.0? percent C, 18 per- 
cent Cr, and 1$ percent Ni, plus 2 percent Cu 

X 12 Cr Ni Si 36.16, with 0.12 percent C, 36 percent Ni, 
and 16 percent Cr plus 2 percent Si 

X 12 Mn Cr 18.12, with 0.12 percent C, 18 percent Mn, 
and 12 percent Cr 
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The difficulties with the first-mentioned steels are con- 
cerned again with the carbon contents A steel stable to sul- 
furic acid cannot, at the present timei be replaced by anoth- 
er alloy combination. 

In the second steel, the high nickel content of 36 percent 
causes difficulties, since a hydrogen-poor nickel metal cor- 
responding to lunar niöke| as an alloy additive can be reduced. 
The high hydrogen content;of all other nickel types makes' 
alloys having more than 30 percent nickel less malleable or. 
unmalleable« If the previously encouraging experiments of the 
Iron Research Institute in attempting to melt this steel by 
another process should not prove successful, then production 
may be considered only by means of a vacuum induction furnace* 

For the third steel there is at the present time an insuf- 
ficient amount of manganese metal available» This has been 
obtained by means of electrolysis or distillation. The pre- 
viously delivered manganese metal (produced alumino-thermlc* 
ally) contains large amounts of silicon and aluminum. Thus, 
the production of this steel with an austenitic structure 
without the occurrence of 5-ferrlte. is questionable. 

Of Group 2, nine steels stable against hydrogen pressure 
are currently being melted. For six more, the melting tech- 
niques are already known, so that, their production would not 
cause-any difficulty,;: 

Of the third group, the ten steels remaining solid when 
heated and usable at temperatures of over 350 degrees centi- 
grade are already currently being melted. 

.Of those in the fourth group comprising eleven heat- and 
scale-proof stable steels, four steels of the chromium- 
aluminum type and three steels of the chromium-silicon type 
are already being melted0 Of the chromium-nickel"silicon 
steels, three present no difficulties in their melting tech- 
niques. Although only rarely, these are already being melted. 
The one remaining steel type (36 percent nickel) oust, however, 
be further developed, since its production in large units, 
as is currently done, still creates difficulties in the eleo- 
tric arc furnace. 

Of the nitrated, enchromed aluminized steels of the last 
group, five are currently being delivered. 
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Although our steel workers are able to melt every steel 
having a chromium content of less than 20 percent, a nickel 
content of less than 15 percent, and a carbon content of less 
than 0.12 percent, with the lack of auxiliary facilities the 
rolling mills are in arrears. 

Of the refined steel program is to do without imports, 
the production\ Bjust be increased the following amounts per 
year (in tons) t 

Alloyed construction steels 26 ^OQ 
Steels remaining solid when heated 756 
Specialized steels 17*800 
Machine-tool steels 8,600 
High-speed tool steels 3»150 

In the production of the second stage of treatment, 
the increase per year must be as follows (in tons): 

Alloyed pipes 29,3^0 
Alloyed cold-rolled products 2,550 
Alloyed drawing installation products 8,970 
Drawn spring steel 22,H4O 

In summary, the total amount of refined steel must be in- 
creased until 1965 by 3065000 tons. This means an increase 
of about 230 percent in six years. This assumes a great deal 
of construction, renovations and adaptation of the steel and 
rolling mills. 

In all, MfO,000 tons of electric furnace steel and 1,550,000 
tons of Siemens-Martin steel are required. According to the 
projected plans, by 1965 an increase to 290,000 tons in the 
capacity of electric furnace steel is foreseen. 

This necessitates an additional capacity of 150,000 tons 
through the setting up of two 35-ton arc furnaces with 90,000 
tons, three 18-ton arc furnaces with 50,000 tons, as well as 
one 5-ton arc furnace. Correspondingly, the rolling and draw- 
ing papacities must be enlarged and/or rebuilt. 

6, Construction of Steel and Rolling Mills for the Fulfill- 
ment of the Refined Steel Program 

For the individual mills, the following changes are con- 
templated: 
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6.1 VEB "8 May 19*+5" Refined Steel Mill in Freital 

In this steel mill two 18-ton arc furnaces must be erected 
for a yearly increase of 50,000 tons of electric furnace 
steel by 196U-.;        ,,■ ■;■;;; *',:■"_t^/V'^/^v^;'/;;'. 

Recent experiences in the melting of aeronautical steel 
and turbine blade steel, however, make the erection of 18-ton 
furnaces seem purposeless, since the oourse of melting' in 
furnaces of this size is not yet fully controlled, as is 
necessary for the production of valuable steels with the 
desired high degree of purity from slag. 

Generally, in such cases there is a corresponding choice 
in the charge, This possibility is not -given in the 'GDR*;., . 
since the quota requiring steels with a high degree of-purity 
is very high*    For this purpose, therefore*;four,10-toh fur- 
naces should be createdi,.      -   ■      "..■•■ = ■■. ,  ; 

For steels composed of large amounts of alloyed components$ 
• in particular of chromium* nickel, and manganese, as well as 
an. extremely low carbon content, a Vacuum melting pot is 
required. Three furnaces (250 vkilograms and two at 500 kilo- 
grams)areplanned. These should have a capacity.of 1,000 
tons per year. -■ 

Valuable steels, in first line for the chemical industry 
prog ram, require 2^-ton vacuum ca sting facillt ies. The ex- 
tensive freedom from gases of steels poured under vacuum 
reduces the tendency to flake or at least decreases the peri- 
od' of flake-free handling by about 70 percent. According to 
references in the literature, the castability and'the purity 
from slag are also improved. This must still be verified. 

If the refined steel program is to reach its fullest po- 
tential in this steel mills it will be necessary that the 
continuous casting process also be fully instituted. There- 
fore, a corresponding arrangement with casting weights of 
25 tons must be built and utilized.' 

■ For the milling of round bars! with diameters from 65 to 
120 millimeters and of semifinished products,« especially with 
platinum, a three-armed 600 type of breaking-down mill is 
planned. This must go into utilization by 1963, as other- 
wise by 1965 there will be no available starting materials . 
for the production of refined steel sheets less than 6 milli- 
meters in thickness. This assumes that the Burg Rolling 
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will undertake the production of this material as planned. 

By 1961 the,280 typö of rolling train for light sections 
must also be utilized, thus increasing the capacity of five 
round bars to 70,000 tons per year; 

For the production 0$ foiijthgs from alloyed steel, an 
additional 2,000-tbn aridi anlther 700-ton press are planned. 
These should be working1-by 1961 and 1961* respeötively and 
should deliver 7»000 tons per year. 

The annealing installation and the tempering facilities 
in Freital have not as yet met the demands which must be 
placed upon refined steel mills. Enlargement of the anneal- 
ing and tempering capacities to 100,000 tons per year, 
originally planned for 1961 to 1963, must be partially ad- 
vanced. 

Beatable cooling chambers such as were erected in the Max- 
huette at the behest of the Iron Research Institute, which 
have proved most valuable,'are practically nonexistent in 
Freital. They are, however, necessary for a refined steel 
mill. Therefore, the construction of 11 heated cooling 
chambers must be accelerated. 

Regulation and shipment have been seriously neglected at 
all rolling mills. Valuable steels must he delivered unmis- 
takable designated and packed. Thus the regulation and 
shipment facilities, in the refined steels must be made con- 
sistent with the latest developments in technique by 1965. 

6.2 VBB Steel and Rolling Mill at Groeditz 

Besides the Refined Steel Mill in Freital, the second 
main support for the refined steel program is the Groeditz 
Steel and Rolling Mill, which again should specialize in 
forging products. Also here an enlargement must be made in 
the melting capacity of the electric furnace steel in order 
to utilize the services of the 6,000-ton press for 60-ton 
forging blocks. However, because of the very extensive in- 
vestment required for a new steel mill, this has been post- 
poned. Only an additional 18-ton electric arc furnace is 
being construction in Steel Mill No 2. 

This author suggests that 60-ton forging blocks be poured 
from the two 35-ton arc furnaces planned for Riesa. These 
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would be transported the short distance of about 20 kilometers 
to Groeditz-by means of a special car belonging to the Reichs- 
bahn arid having a carrying capacity of 90 tons, Tbis car 
would have to be converted into a heated car,» At Groeditz 
the forging blocks would be forged by ••<the 6,000*ton press.. 
This, of course, assumes a-reinforcement of the crane faci- 
lities available there,   u; ; : , 

The large forge,itself should bevenlarged by a 3,000-ton 
and a 1,000-tori press as well as by a 3,000-kilogram^hammer. 
It would then be abbe to manufacture 32,000 tons of forgings 
from refined steel as well as *f2,000 tons of forgings from 
auality steel; Before everything else, however, the facili- 
ties for tempering and flake-free annealing must be enlarged. 
Besides that, in the future Groeditz should produce pipes 
and special sections from highly^alloyed steels according ■ 
to the flow press (Fliesöpresse [assembly-line press?J). pro- 
cedure. ' The previous manufacturing capacity shoVId be great- 
ly increased so that the largest gorgings producible in_ 
Groeditz—that is, up to 3&^ meters in length and h meters 
in diameter--may be handled. ';- .v ' 

Equioment for^ analysis is insufficient and will therefore 
be supplemented. >  Especially lacking is a wärm circulating^ 
arm for making tests for turbine rotors and induction waves. 
Thus in the future finished parts may.be deliverable with 
certified analyses made from a warm circulating arm_ in ac- 
cordance with demands of the machine-building industry. 

6.3 VEB Steel and Rolling Mill at Riesa 
: The enlargement of the steel and rolling mills at Riesa 

is considered the third main prop for the refined steel pro- 
gram, The main task would be the production of weakly to 
highly alloyed pipes. 

Besides the already mentioned erection of two35-toh elec- 
tric arc furnaces for increasing the melting capacity for 
electric steel, in 1963 Riesa should also operate ^continu- 
ous casting installation having a capacity of 200,000 tons 
per year. . 

If the suggestion of this author concerning the 60-ton_ 
forging blocks for Groeditz is realized, then a vacuum melt- 
ing installation for 60 tons would also be constructed in 
Riesay However, this measure must still be thoroughly ais- 
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cussed since the previous advantages of pouring under vacuum— 
that is: 1) practically no oxidation of the pouring stream; 
2) decrease of the hydrogen content--seem to have been basic- 
ally exceeded by experiences in the'meantime at Groeditz. 
Specifically, following the suggestion of K. Lehmann (VEB 
Chemical Works at Buna) and of P..--Holtzhaussen and H. Fiedler, 
the pouring of steel under nitrogen as a protecting gas layer 
by sicromal smelting (Sicromalschmelzen) has been successfully 
introduced in (teöeditz. A thorough investigation would show 
to what, extend pouring under* protective gas is able to de- 
crease oxygen occlusion>and/ör the oxygen content. 

, In;Oroedtiz in the meantime the isothermal flake-free 
annealing developed by Ed. Mauser was introduced in 1956-1957 
by his colleague, L, Koiar. It was tooted by Si K^onmarck 
in 1958 and yielded positive results* Nowadays the formation 
of flakes in large forgings is avoided to a large extent. 

The rolling capacity of the mill in Riesa will be increased 
by the 700 type of breaking^down mill train having two arms» 
After 1962 each year it should mill 370 tons of round material 
having a diameter of 90 to l60 millimeters. This would serve 
as starting material for tube rolling mills. 

The increasing need for seamless pipes of alloyed steel 
shall be covered by the construction of a Stiefel mill train 
with 60,000 tons per year* Simultaneously, the capacity of 
the cold-rolling Pilgrim mill facilities would be increased 
to 5»000 tons per year. 

By 1963 the capacity of precision steels-drawing works for 
seamless^ pipes would reach M-0,,000 tons per year. Assumed for 
the necessary quality of the pipes is the construction of 
facilities for quality control« 

6.*f VEB "Wilhelm Florin" Steel and Rolling Mills in 
Hennigsdorf 

The "Wilhelm Florin" Steel and Rolling Mill must also be 
considered in the refined steel program. By 1962, the exist- 
ing ^50 type and continuous rolling train must be supplemented 
corresponding to a work increase of 30,000 tons per year. 
Furthermore, ä round bar drawing and scaling installation is 
being constructed for a yearly capacity of 35>000 tons of 
drawn and 35,000 tons of scaled bar steel. The steel mill 
shall specialize in reinforced concrete steel cables. There- 
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«•„,.» an oii-tvDe final tempering installation with an annual 
capacity of 3^^onS of

Poval6and 10,000 tons of round 
wires is being built.   . .  .. 

For wires with more than 100 kp [not ^H*1?^ !?L„ ^th squSe milliflfete?, Hennigsdorf has a drawing, installation with 
an annual capacity of 50,000jtons. , j; y - ■ 

• in order to eliminate thcHLhsufficlent ^J« E^l^V- 
cable wire and to reach the latest levels of tectoique,^ . , 
cbniinuous ?od miiris «^^8»fja^^^i^^^ 
tons of wire measuring from 5IP.1?^^}^^9 ^ „en- 
ter and having a tolerance of £ 0.15 millimeters, as wexx 
al bSdleweights of^ approximately foo kilograms. 

The present block handling and heat ^P^^^JJ^Jif" " 
dörf no longer suffices for the increased demands and must 
be modernized as well as enlarged* 

6i? Consolidation of the;Sheet-Metal. Producing Mills 

**■ suggestion 'that wined, steel '^«^^f^if 
i o«?«s than'6 millimeters be rolled irt. the VEB Roj-i-ing wixx . XU 
Bur? anfall other sheets: with a diameter greater,than+6 
KliSteS^Wrolled in ^* ^HÖllly MiU.^^ttst^t: 
itit  «nntraqt to a oroiect for the VEB 3. W. Stalin Iron. 
5or^ Combine in°Sta!lniladt. .Here an electric furnace and 
-a- Sendzimir rolling mill are to be erected. 

* ; Against the second suggestion, particularly against^the _ 
construction of a 60-ton electric furnace, ^«^4* J^?-4 •■ 
tilt  concern on the part of ^I^^^«S&^f g^Siöify since, at the present time.it i^stil^Jiffi^lt ^specify 
*£+  Tftnnired decree of purity in the melting of aeronautic 
gItu?blnfhiaieesteIliiiL 18-ton *«ÄS|U ?&y 
after completely controlling the J^ton and actively the, 

SnikrSce t^'^l^M^^^^^^^ 
and/or transformer and dynamo sheet metal. 
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6.6 Work on the Second Stage of Manufacture 

For the construction for the second 'stage of manufacture, 
Finow will receive a cold-rolling mill capable of deliver- 
ing 30,000 tons of cold-rolled strips in: 1962, To this 
will be joined a tube cold-drawing installation for 20,000 
tons of precision pipes per year. It will receive its 
material from a iro|ected pipe welding plant with a capacity 
of 30,000 tons p|r,yeär of precision and construction pipes 
from 15 to 60 MlMmJeters in'diameter« ; Äs starting material, 
this mill rolls a 500-millimeter Vide hot-rolled strip in 
the amount. of 200,000 tons pör ye%r, withrä bundle weight of 
600 kilograms. A corresponding pickling, plant is planned. 

Furthermore, Finow has a profile:foiling mill which will 
produce 8,000 tons: of profile steel in 1961. Its facilities 
are being correspondingly increased../• 

The remaining cold-rolling mills, such as the round bar 
rolling mill of Lugau^ the pipe-welding workshop of Karl 
Marx Stadtm as well as the strip cold-rolling mills of 
Oranienburg, Salzungeh, and Leipzig are also being enlarged, 
supplemented, and reconstructed in order to meet the in- 
creased demands in quality and quantity.  . 

k. The Ironworks Combine of Stalinstadt contains four 50-ton 
inflation converters. Additionally, there are a cold-rolling 
mill and a pipe-welding installation for gas pipes. Further- 
more, the Iron Works Combine at Stalinstadt should contain 
a roll train for texture strips. 

For the sake of brevity, this report mentions only the main 
projects. Auxiliary facilities planned are, for example, 
the necessary annealing facilities, processing machines, and 
devices for adjustment and shipment. In the preparation of 
this program* apparanetly subsidiary subjects were also con- 
sidered since lack Of regard for them was also a reason why, 
in spite of large investments in it, the metallurgical in- 
dustry delivered material partially unfinished. Thus, for 
example, the Refined Steel Mill at Freital, as previously 
mentioned, lacks heatable cooling, chambers for letting down 
block and sufficient furnaces for annealing calcium- and 
ferro-alloys. 
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7. Research and Developmental Tasks in the. Refined Steel 
Program 

The .fulfillment of ,the chemical program faces not. only 
the production of revolting: measures önd adaptation^ but also 
research and development of a- wide range of problems which 
evolve from the refined steel program and its setting up of 
quality* _.:•' '.;.'■ \--^'T ;■''.'-.'.,:,'' 

To be mentioned particularly Is the melting under Vacuum 
of highly alloyed steels, whereby the main attention must 
be directed to the development of apparatuses for vacuum t 
induction and arc furnaces with insertions of up to 5 tons; 
This problem can only be solved by collective work between 
metallurgical1 and technological institutes having special 
usage of machine building^ , v; ;, 

With several highly alloyed steeli,. smelting under vacuum 
does not appear mandatory^ although perhaps It is. necessary 
for casting. This will presently be clarified in Freital 
by a casting weight of 25 "tons* The above-mentioned col- 
lective group is to be useful here too. 

The fulfillment of the refined steel program requires the 
three-layered utilization of the multiple continuous casting 
facilities erected in Preital*' At the present time compara- 
tive investigations of blocks poured in the usual manner as 
well as of strands produced by continuous casting facilities 
•are: being conducted. The results still remain to be publi- 
cized. 

Since it has not previously been finished in the GDR, 
the production of plated sheets from refined steel for chemi- 
cal plants is to be considered here. Besides this, plated 
pipes are also necessary. The Iron Research Institute con- 
siders it purposeful that the chemical industry first be 
offered an assortment of welded, corrosion-resistant pipes 
of all possible measurements before the production of plated 
pipes in instituted. 

The production of thick-walled containers plated on the 
inside is economically ensured and should therefore be started. 

The direction of development in the construction of machines 
is aimed at saving weight and therefore demands special charac- 
teristics in steel. By all means, developmental work should ; 
be encouraged which concerns prerolled material for profile 
cutters and hot-rolled light construction profiles. 
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8. Personnel Development 

To carry out the designated projects, approximately an 
additional 60 university engineers and 250 trade.school 
engineers will be required by 196W The main professional 
attention will be on the study of resiiiencö. In the second 
place, steel working engineers arä required for the mills. 
This number does not include» however, the requirements of 
the Iron Works Combine ät Siiaiinstädt* 

9. Choosing a Suitable Site for Research 

Even if the above-mentioned labor forces were available, 
the problems facing the institutes are still so great that 
in the future they must be at least partially solved by 
the trade itself. For this purpose, industrial research 
and development facilities are presently being constructed 
in the mills at Freital, Groeditz, and Hiesa, as has already 
been done at Brandenburg. All research and developmental 
work of an industrial nature, such as improvement of tech- 
niques used in a particular mill, should be carried out at 
these sites. 

Relieving the institutes gives them the possibility in 
the future of doing more basic research and pursuing new * 
developmental ideas, as was formerly done. Thus this would 
also be a technical advance to accelerate ferrous metallurgy« 

1781 
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EAST GERMANY •:•;■'■•...'.: 

Nonferrous Metals in the Chemical Industry Program 

[This Is a translation of. an article ,by  . 
Georg Sille in Neue Huette$ -Vol. IV, No 9, 
October 1959j Berlin, pages $8lf-£92$ 

' CSp: 3222-N/b] 

As a large consumer of soft coal and coke and as a shipper 
of raw materials for the construction of machines and small 
industries, the chemical industry plays the leading role 
economically. The projected doubling of the chemical.in- 
dustry program in 1965 as compared to 1958 must therefore^ 
have a variety of effects on our entire industry and on all 
facets of bur lives.        ^ 

The competition of the chemical industry program makes 
great demands on almost all 'the* branches of our economy, 
particularly on metallurgy. The following should portray 
the part of nonferrous metallurgy,in this-enormous under- _ 
taking« This, example is the gigantic chemical enterprise VEB 
«Walter Ulbricht" Leuna Plant» Essentially, the examples 
shown here are valid for all chemical plants in our republic. 

:The considerable increase in the production of the most 
important products of the chemical giant at Leuna necessi- 
tates an enlargement in the production of the entire plant, 
starting with the delivery of coal over the low-pressure gas 
generator, the gas compression, the manufacture of inter-: 
mediate and market products for all subsidiary industries^ 
such as power generators, measuring and standardizing tech- 
niques, analytic laboratories,, transportation industries, 
machines shops, and social industries. 

The extent of the raw material used in all these industries 
must be grasped, since the transport industry—as, for ; 
example, in the construction of machines,; apparatuses, and 
containers, as well as in the energy and eletrotechnical 
delivery industries—must convey its requirements in non- 
ferrous metals itself. The quantities and prices of non- 
ferrous metals consumed "by these industries is thus non 
handled through the VEB Leuna Plant. 
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The basic numbers in the consumption diagrams are essen- 
Jf iy in ?etallic *aw> primary, and intermediate products 

which are important for factory remodelling in the., industrial 
pj-an vs> 

^  ThfLnumkers giteh are therefore considerably smaller than 
the effective consumption. 

The utilization, new* and exchange of important nonfer- 
rous metals Will be dismissed in the following sections. 

1. Zinc, in the Chemical Industry Program 

o nSjeJf°*1(*"wide c°nsumption of sine has moved about 
.i£2'S2S' t2nfi^% F55'v zinc Production has gradually 
grown from^,800,000 tons U955) to 3,100,000 tons (1958). 
The^remainder of about 350,000 tons has of course had its 
influence on the price of zinc. 

On a world-wide scale, galvanizing plants are the main con- 
sumers of zinc. Of these, plants for hot galvanization use 
about 30 percent of the total production (about 900.000 tons). 
In the electroplating industry, plants for galvanizing by the 
spraying method and sherardizihg play a much smaller role: 
than thosefor hot galvanizing.' 

4-1-1 ^ther 30 percent of the consumption goes to rolling 
mills and wore-drawing plants to be worked into zinc sheets, 
zinc strips, and wire. ' 

Approsimately »40 percent of the total Consumption is 
used for making alloys (for example, nonferrous metal), for 
preparation of ainc type and for raw material of paints hav- 
ing a linseed oil-alkydal basis. 

In contrast to the world-wide «in© consumption, the 
yearly zinc consumption of the Leuna VEB is diminutive; 
This is partly due to the fact that this metal may be used 
only in specially prescribed cases as a solid metal and also 
as a surface protection. With the assumption of production 
in our first zinc smelting; plant at Freiberg (Sa.K the 
consumption of the zinc will jump upward. Apart from this 
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measure, the chemical industry program may be counted upon 
to constantly increase the zinc consumption until 196H- 
(Figure 1). 

Figure 1 

Percentuäl increase in zinc 
Consumption of the VEB 
"Walter Ulbricht» Leuna 
Plant, 1955-1965 

— -fine and metallurgical 
zinc 

  rolled products from 
fine zinc 

♦stt fst m w$ 'tst m ?xi •«  *« •#* nts 

The essential part of the predicated zinc (about 70 per- 
cent) will serve for hot galvanization of packages and con- 
tainers, sheets, strips, and pipes. In contrast to this, 
the consumption of zinc sheets, strips, and wire is insig- 
nificant. 

A considerable percentage of the organic export production 
requires hot galvanized packaging before shipment. Only a 
small part of these containers are returned, so that the con- 
sumption of galvanized containers will always increase with 
rising organic production. 

Zinc sheets and also hot galvanized sheets, pipes, and 
strips play an ever more important role in the realm of re- 
pair and investment, in spite of decreased state expendi- 
tures. Thus, for example, steam hoods and steam pipes of 
laboratories and factories are being made from zinc, or hot 
galvanized zinc sheets having a suitable temperature range. 
Similarly, pipes for hot water lines, and covers for insula- 
tion and disposal pipes, as well as gutters and spouts of 
buildings in a particularly harmful atmosphere are hot gal- 
vanized. 

Worthy of mention is the consumption of zinc dust (blue 
powder) for diffusion galvanization. Diffusion galvaniza- 
tion has proven to be an excellent surface protection in 
hydrations against attack by sulfur in a reducing atmosphere 
under conditions of high pressure at temperatures of up to 
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500 degrees centigrade. The^steam-galvanized parts as com- 
pared to the unprotected material have a four to five times 
longer life span. Attempts to replace steam galvanization 
as protection against sulfur by coating with aluminum have 
not been satisfactory in any case. Admittedly, however, 
coating with aluminum has limited justification as a 
special protective coat. 

. The part that zinc plays 
in nonferrous metal consump- 
tion is not reflected in the 
curves of Figure 1. It can 
be taken from Figure 2» It 
is approximately three times 
greater than the consumption 
of the previously mentioned 
cases. Brass and tombac are 
irreplaceable in many inter- 
changes of heat, in the pre- 

rsis m m? 7}n ?«j me mi mi im m* ms 

Figure 2 
Percentual Increase in Con-   ~'."~~:°—#~ **<-«» t ***«**= ±^.~- 
sumption of Rolling Mill Pro- cifi?n instruments industry, 
ducts from Brass in the VEB   and Jn electrotechnolysisj 
"Walter Ulbricht" Leuna Plant *n short, where their physi- 

cal properties in conjunction 
with their chemical stability 
cannot be replaced. 

In industry zinc plays no role in the casting of zinc 
type. After the bad experiences of the *fO«s,  casting 
zinc type of a lesser purity under the conditions of harm- 
ful atmosphere in industry have yet to be reintroduced. 
Zinc alloys have also not worked out very well as antifric- 
tion metals, which would be desirable for a new introduction. 
However, a new region of utilization for zinc is opening in 
paints, where zinc dust and/or stamped zinc foil, as well as 
zinc chromite is gaining significance for basic as well as 
covering coats of paint. 

Finally we come to the question of the replacement of 
zinc by synthetic materials. It must not be forgotten that 
with synthetic materials and rubberizing at temperatures up 
to 90 degrees centigrade (for fluorethylene up to 180 degrees 
centigrade) the hot-, electro-, and spray galvanizations are 
dispersed. This fact will soon have an effect on the packag- 
ing and plumbing industries. For approximately the same ex- 
penditure, synthetic materials hold up distinctly better and 
are more easily cleaned. The present degree of replacement 
of zinc by PVC [Polyvinylchloride], or aluminum foil is, at 
least for gutters and spouts, far from satisfactory. This 
is because present day synthetic materials have cold-brittle- 
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ness and a tendency to age under the influence of light and 
heatj thus damaging the material and giving rise to exten- 
sive repairs. Modern plastics and plastic covers will re- 
place hot galvanized materials more and more, even in kitchen 
and household appliances (for example, buckets). The same 
holds true for surface protected sheets for roofing pur- 
poses. 

2. Lead in the Chemical industry Program 

The world consumption of lead in 1958 was about 2,500,000 
tons. The significant consumers were: 

The cable industry, about ^0 percent 
The battery industry, about 20 percent 
For the lining of chemical apparatuses and containers, 

about 25 percent 
For pipes, antifriction metals, lead alloys, paints* 

and chemicals, about 15 percent of the consumption 

In the united States and several West European countries, 
the consumption of lead has been reduced considerably since 
1956 (in 1956 by 60,000 tons, in 1957 by Uo-,t000 tons). In 
the remaining countries the lead consumption has risen. The 
stagnation of the automobile industry is considered to cause 
a decrease in lead utilization by requiring less lead for 
batteries. 

Modern hydration processes, which yield aromatic gaso- 
lines having a higher octana number, have strongly reduced 
the use of the health-damaging tetraethyl lead additives. 
It is also encouraging that the production of highly anti- 
knock propellants are given special consideration in the 
chemical industry program. Thereby the production and 
utilisation of the lead containing anti-knock materials 
are being reduced. 
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Figure 3 :  •>. 

Increase in Lead Consump* 
tion of VEB "Walter Ul- 
bricht" Leuna Plant, 1955 
to 1965 

—k—i-— rolled products from 
lead 

■ *—.— refined and electro- 
lytic lead 

The lead consumption of the VEB Leuna Plant fluctuated, 
greatly until 1958 but has since shown a tendency to in- 
crease (see Figure 3). The greatest part of the consumption 
lies in the region of the homogeneous coating with lead of 
large chemical apparatuses, evaporators, and autoclaves. 

In spite of the very unfavorable durability of lead and 
its slight resistance to wear, as well as its poisonousness, 
lead corrosion products have proved themselves under indus- 
trial conditions in the homogeneous coating with lead as a 
surface protection against sulfuric and carbonic acid media. 
The curtailing suggests that coating with lead is not an 
ideal solution for the corrosion problem and that a high 
expenditure for repairs is required. The reason that lead 
could not be replaced by molybdenum-containing corrosion- 
resistant refined steels of the type X 10—Cr, NIMo, Ti,: 
18.10.2 was partly economic and partly that the technical 
procedure required special corrosion conditions. Besides 
its utilization in the production of ammonium sulfate, 
urea, and sulfuric acid, homogeneous leading generally also 
justifies its existence in its utilization in lining appa- 
ratuses for reduction, in the production of synthetic 
materials, and in the oil, fat, and soap industry. 

Furthermore, lead plays a considerable role as material 
for pipelines, valves, and armatures as a main construc- 
tion material as well as a lining material. It must be 
noted, however, that at up to 70 degrees centigrade the 
modern synthetic and rubberized materials slowly but surely 
are coming to the foreground because of the cost of lead. • 

In the field of cable encasing and the manufacture of 
batteries for electric freight trucks in industries where 
fire is a hazard, lead will not soon be replaced. The chemi- 
cal industry, with its "aggressive floors" is not likely to 
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do without lead for encasing cables. (The parts of lead 
used for cables and batteries are not contained in the lead 
balance in Figure 3a)      : ',::;r!:.' 

Lead has greatly lost importance in pipes: and sinks for : 

houses and factories. It has been successfully replaced by 
ceramics and plastics. However, corrugated lead is in- 
dustrially still important for the insulation of couplings. 
No satisfactory substitute has"be.en found for this metal. 

In the field of the use of isotopes, new prospects have 
opened the way for the replacement of lead as protection 
against;radiatiohi:At the very least, one can count on a 
diminished consumption of this material for sliding doors, 
windows, and the lining of air shafts.' In these cases the 
heavy metal is being ireplaced,,by barium sulfate cement. 

Also worthy of mention is the consumption of rolled lead 
for the,protection of floor cementsJagalnst the attack of 
chemicals. The 'synthetfö;^ils ofecasiohally utilised as a 
protective layer are hot giving the desired results because 
of their insufficient mechanical-properties» ; 

The consümptioii of lead for, antifriction "metals at. VEB 
Leuna Plant is still considerable. By-the utilisation of . 
highly valuable lubricants, a considerably longer life span 
in the .lining of bearings has been attained in 1950 as 
contrasted to."i#*5... The öld'.unstandardiaed condensors, 
compressors, and steam engines, as well as the packing 
boxes, are, however, still driven by babbitted-»alloyed 
bearings. The exchange of babbit metal for lead bronzes 
and lead tim bronses (with, indeed, considerably weaker 
pouring strengths) can be expected only upon changing over 
to modern machines. .   ; 

Finally, lead must still be discussed as a raw material 
for paints.- The typically good paint properties of red lead 
are the reason that lead compounds are still considered ;: 
suitable raw material for basic coats of paint -for construc- 
tion in transport and pipelines.. The future will'show 
whether the modern since chromate colors, sine and aluminum 
as pulverised foil, are good and economical substitutes for 
the historically anciet lead colors, in accordance with .'■'■ 
importance, the preservation of facilities of large chemical 
factories and steel mills by purposeful painting techniques 
and by expenditures necessary for faultless paints must be 
given the required attention. The value of pure paints 
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plays a subordinate role in the systematic protective paint- 
ing for scaffolding and rust protection, which cause high 
incidental expenses. 

In summary, it should he noted that until 1965 lead 
metal is irreplaceable as1 a surface protector, as well as 
the main material for pipes.and as spounts for armatures. 
There is, however, a Justifiable desire to change over to the 
most valuable austenitic;refined steels. On the one hand, 
however, this immediately assumes special economic measures 
and on the other necessitates analysis from case to case of 
localized borrosion and tendency to break under tension of 
the austehitic steel in order tö determine if the steel of- 
fered is able to meet the industrial demands. Thus the 
utilization of austenites carries a considerable risk as 
compared to that of lead» 

Hastelioy-alioys (nickel-molybdenum alloys) and titanium 
can be used in industry in the same way as lead. Their 
prices are so high, however, as to exclude their use except 
in special cases under conditions of particularly strong 
chemical attack and because of the basic knowledge of their 
corrosion-resistance,their utilization would be worth the 
financial expenditure. 

For cable encasements and for the battery industry, lead 
will continue in the future as heretofore. The same holds 
for minium or red lead oxide as raw materials for paints. 

3 Aluminum and Its Alloys in the Chemical Industry Program 

The world-wide consumption of aluminum rose from 1950, 
with about 1,500,000 tons to 1956 with about 35300,000 tons. 
Thus within four years1 time it has more than doubled. The 
main consumers throughout the world are: 

1. Transportation: In the construction of vehicles (ex- 
press train coaches, rapid train cars, passenger cars, 
trucks, airplanes, and ships), by appropriate construction 
methods, a saving of weight up to 60 percent in the construc- 
tion of the chassis and up to 30 percent in that of the motor 
may be achieved. 

2. Architecture: The lining of facade walls and roofs as 
well as the internal architectural form of large buildings 
and houses. 
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3.Electrical engineering: High-voltage lines, cable en- 
casements, electromotive developments, high frequency coils, 
and screening foil for field strength. 

k.  The packaging and conserving industries: The part 
used purely in the construction of machines is only a small 
fraction of the light metal consumption. 

With respect to the aluminum consumption,of the VEB 
"Walter Ulbricht" Leuna Plant, there must be considered in 
the first place the utilization of apparatus and container 

material intended as materi- 
als for electrical engineer- 
ing. (The consumption 
figures for the electrical 
section were not included in 
the graph values.) For the 
next five years an increase 
in consumption of almost 100 
percent is expected (Figure 
h).    The main portion of the 
consumption is in sheets and 
pipes from aluminum 99.5 and 
aluminum 99.8 isotopes. 
Light metal alloys play a 
very subordinate role. • In 
special cases they are uti- 
lized as hydronalium 3j as 
silumin cast metal, and. 
very rarely, as duralumin. 
The eutectic silumin has 
proved itself in the manu- 
facture of cast metals for 
pumps. 
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Figure h 

Increase in Consumption of 
Aluminum Rolling Mill Pro- 
ducts in the "Walter Ulbricht" 
VEB Leuna Plant, 1955-1965 

The good chemical stability of a boehmite protective 
layer—Al (00H)—in known temperature ranges, in combina- 
tion with the fact that dissolved aluminum salts and 
aluminum oxide neither discolor nor damage, make aluminum 
a material well suited for storage containers of organic 
products, as for example, pure formamide, pure formaldehyde, 
cyclohexanol, cyclohexanone, pure dimethyl amine, pure 
diethyl amine, pure diphenylamine and fatty acids (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 

Corrosion Experiments Using the Formalin Technique 

*with welding seams 

1) iron; 2) lead 

Since the production of high purity argon was started in 
Leuna in March 1959, the problem of faultless welding of 
aluminum compounds may be considered solved. However, the 
manufacturer sti-Ll desires that the measurements of the rough 
and intermediate sheets be kept as large as possible in order 
to keep the welding operation to a minimum. 

^ Af a construction material for heat exchangers, aluminum 
is still hardly worthy of mention. From an industrial view- 
point, these apparatuses are difficult and not very reliable. 
This is because of their varied and, in chemical stability, 
strongly differentiated protective layer formation at criti- 
cal temperatures, because of the tendency toward localized 
corrosion by the unpredictable penetration of chlorine ions 
in the cooling medium, and because of the softness and slight 
resistance to wear and the sensitivity to cavitation of 
aluminum metal. It is still used in this manner only in the 
refrigeration industry. 

Important for industry.is the fact that storage containers 
and heat exchangers made from light metals are very sensitive 
to hydrogen chloride. In the preparation and storage of 
chlorine-containing products it is absolutely necessary to 
take into account that secondarily, under the influence of 
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moi.stur^ hydrogen chloride day nst be f armed and thus,, as a 
consequent reaction, may result in a hydrogen explosion. 

The refrigeration industry will always remain decisive for 
the. consumption of aluminum* This ih<$ustryi with its appa- 
ratus only slightly öijreäsed mechahiciailyj gladly utilizes 
the~ ductile aluminum for its excellent properties at low 
temperatures. "      "K-H''"' '"•■", :K<^;:--:': '-: 

.For somewhat greater demands on physical properties, 
apparatuses made from hydronalium 3 nave held up well .at 
*200 degrees centigrade and 5 atmospheres absolute pressure. 

The importance of fine sheets of alumihum 99.8 in the„ •■•.. 
gaseous phase for high pressure techniques must not be over- 
looked, / It Is usable for sulfur^fast sealing for/apparatuses 
for hydrogeiiation and ;forpetroleum chemistry in the permis- 
sible .^^^it£^e'^^€/^.^\i^t'^^\^vg^BS  centigrade. 

The portion of light metal castings used in. large .chemi- 
cal, industries is relatively small.; The unsatisfactory .'.* . 
properties of copper containing silicon 52 have done much to 
advance the discontinuatiori of silumin casting, in case 
eutectic silumin should again be deliverable, the consumption 
would probably increase again. 

The light metal is irreplaceable as an alloy component of 
aluminum complex bronzes. These bronzes have proved to be 
conservable when faultlessly poured. The inadequate pouring 
techniques were, to be sure, often the reason for going over 
to the more sturdy and more Wear-resistant chromium casts 
having 13 to 28 percent chromium.        - 

Aluminum is hardly used any more for packaging purposes 
in Leuna as a large factory. Tubes for glues are being suc- 
cessfully produced from synthetic olein. These have replaced 
aluminum. 

Worthy of mention is the use of aluminum in special cases 
as a material for shipping vats for organic export products. 
A better material for this use has not yet been found. , 

. In the realm of architecture, aluminum does not yet have 
significance for us. Experiments carried out in Leuna have 
proved that within the industrial environment the corrosion 
by sulfur dioxide, sulfur trioxide, carbon dioxidej and other 
atmospheric impurities is so considerable that neither anodic 
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treatment nor protection by annealing lacquers or.silicon 
compounds seem to permit recommendation„of the utilisation 
of light metals in the open (on facades)» 

The Quantity of light mefcals u^ed in the seople Of electri- 
cal engineering iöM^ficult to estimate. For Us this materi- 
al is unsuited -tot eabi?i Masements laid in the open he- 
cause of the contamination of the ground by harmful compon- 
ents. 

. Aluminum is utilized to a significant extent as an elec- 
trical conductor. Modern measuring and standardizing tech- 
niques will use aluminum in rapidly increasing amounts as a 
screening material. . 

As an ingredient.for paints, heat-resistant colors, and 
wood lacquers, aluminum in an appropriate form is sure to 
take its place. As a diffused surface protection for in- 
creasing resistance to scaling, aluminum, and therefore 
aliting, is an emergency solution. In the long run, the 
brittle thin covers of aluminum-iron mixed crystals are 
unlikely to be a replacement for hot galvanization. Sprayed 
aluminum films have stood up well against atmospheric attack 
in industrial regions. 

In closing, as concerns the question of replacement of 
aluminum by synthetic materials, the following position 
should be taken. 

In the construction of apparatuses and containers, syn- 
thetic materials or synthetic protective films will not re- 
place aluminum« On the contrary, the austenitic refined 
steels may make inroads into the aluminum domain. This 
assumes that our refined steel Industry is in a position to 
deliver sheets and pipes of favorable dimensions in faultless 
quality. 

For us aluminum is irreplaceable in architecture at the 
present time. In the packaging industry, synthetic oleins 
have replaced light metal in industrial importance. 

In the field of transport the problem is not to be debated. 

In the realm of electrical engineering the utilization 
of fine sheets and wires of purest aluminum can be counted 
upon to increase. 
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k.  Copper and Its Alloys in the Chemical Industry Program 

.'. *co 

300 

The annual world-wide consumption of copper is about 
if,000,000 tons. Since 1955 it has remained at the same level, 
thus not showing any tendency to increase. 

The utilization of copper at the Leuna Plant has increased 
steadily since 1955 (Figure 6), It is still increasing in 

the Seven-Year Plan, The de- 
crease of the wire bars portion 
is explained in that the consump- 
tion of cast alloys (bronzes, 
brasses) is decreasing. Since 
the percentage of copper in- 
tended for cast alloys is only 
a small fraction of the total 
copper utilization, this amount 
plays a very subsidiary role in 
respect to the entire consump- 
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Figure 6 

Increase in Copper Consump- 
tion at the VEB "Walter Ul- 
bricht" Leuna Plant, 1955- 
1965. 
  rolled products from 

copper 

—-- wire bars and electro- 
lytic and refined 
copper 

Alcohol synthesis is the 
main copper consumer in Leuna. 
In the production of methanol 
and isobutylalcohol from carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen at ap- 
proximately 350 to ^50 degrees 
centigrade and 2*f0 atmospheres 
absolute pressure, the indus- 
trial apparatuses should have 
the following properties: 

1. They must be sealed to 
hydrogen in the quoted tempera- 
ture and pressure range. 

2. They must be sealed to carbon monoxide. 

3. They must exhibit sufficient control over a period of 
time. 

h.  They must not influence the synthesis catalytically and 
must not form any compounds with the reaction productions 
(such as methylates). 

These conditions are fulfilled by copper deoxidized with 
an excess of manganese. This is known as cupromanganese, or 
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manganese bronzes. As standard values it contains 98.6 per- 
cent copper to l..k  percent manganese. If free from oxygen 
occlusions, this alloy is impermeable to hydrogen under in- 
dustrial conditions. According to experience, a content of 
ferrous oxide has a damaging effect. The iron content of 
the alloy should therefore be less than 0.3 percent. 

With respect to carbori monoxide stability, cupromanganese 
should be designated as 4uite usable in practical industrial 
fields. In this respect, it is considerably better than 
aiistenitic refined steels (Figure 7). However, the state of 
the manganese-copper alloy is unsatisfactory over a period 
of time (Figure 0). In the semisolid drawn out condition, 

xvcrtohm   e3\ 
, Warmstrtchgrmn i™/- 

Mr>Cu$3S-l)titieXwtid^flHlt (§) 

9    w   m  3m ■• m   m  set   m. 

Running Temperature °C 

Figure 7. Behavior Over 
Time of Cupromanganese 
and X 10 Cr Ni Ti 18.9 
a) heat yield limit 
b) creep limit 
c) semi-hard drawn 
d) soft-annealed at °C 

m    m    a» 3» *» 
Experimental Temperature °C 

Figure 8 

Experiments with Carbon 
Monoxide Effect on Vari- 
ous Steels at 250 atmos- 
pheres Absolute Pressure 
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the endurance strength suffices^■■-Tax ;its •utilisation. How- 
ever, .since .synthetic reactions tend rto .thermic transmission, 
the first temperature excess over, the annealing-.temperature 
cf the'cupromanganese.(550 degrees centigrade) iscoupled 
o the lowering of heat .resistance./- ,■. >'■■.•:;,:.-.■•';.■_■■ 

•Under the influence of the industrial pressures, the re- 
maining reaction temperatures are then disturbed, thus leadr 
ing to disuse of the apparatuses. The austenitic refined 
steels have a considerably "better behavior over a period of 
time« .-..■• ,..".... . .  .    "• '.*"; ■ •- -V;; •'".'"_ ■"'. ■■ 

Laboratory experiments to obtain a more heat and distur- 
bance-resistant nonferrous metal alloy than the cupromanganese 
resulted in copper.-nickel-silicon-bronses which may. be aged; 
and which have- approximately 97 percent copper, 2 percent 
nickel and 1.0 percent silicon.. With-the same hydrogeh- 
and carton monoxide impermeability, these have .noticeably , 
more heat resistance than does .cupromanganese (Figures 9■•■.• 
and.. 10):. Va'ious set-backs "in;; most, repent; times with; cupro- 

Figure -9v- -Influence of Heat 
Treatments.on the Hardness of 
a Copper-Nickel-Silicon-Bronze 

a) dehardening from the age- 
, -hardened state . 

b) analysis 
c) age-hardening from the 

quenched state 
MO *im 

Figure 10.. -. Influence of Annealing 
Treatment in Hydrogen and-Nitrogen 
Atmospheres on the.Properties of 
Age-Hardened Copper-Nicke.l-Silicon 
Bronz. 

Fcrmandirunnitermogtfi nxft t ■ ttgiger 
üiuhung in Ht undtt, 

a) form alteration capacity after 
an eight-day annealing period 
in H2 and N2 

fntftsHgifof wd S togsger Hiufiung 
■mHfund'H-, : 

1 sm 

b) dehardening- after : 
an eight-day anneal- 
ing period in;H2 
and N2 
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manganese, as well as difficulties in obtaining the copper- 
nickel-silicon bronzes, resulted first in the manufacture 
of larger forgings from the refined steel X 10-Cr, Ni, Ti 
18.9 in place of the cupromanganese, and then in their in- 
dustrial testing. If these experiments yield positive re- 
sults, the changeover from cupromanganese to austenitic 
refined metal can be awaited with certainty. Furthermore, 
the greater solidity of the V2AE permits the construction to 
be lighter in weight. 

A number of organic1 chemical high» and intermediate- 
pressure catalyzers require construction materials which do 
not disturb the course of the reaction and/or do not lead to 
any cracking of hydrocarbons on the pipe walls. Copper and 
its alloys (rolled bronzes) have proved their competence as 
such construction materials. However, even here the slight 
heat resistance of nonfer>oüs metal is disturbing. As a 
remedial measure for this disadvantage, copper plating on 
heat-resistant tempered steels and fireproof steels has 
been successfully introduced. Since the acquisition of 
plated construction materials was too cumbersome, besides 
high percentage ferritic chromium steels, electro-chromium 
plating and the fastening of armored plates containing a high 
chromium percentage were trid on steel surfaces with varying 
degrees of success. Difficulties in welding compounds having 
a tendency to be brittle when hot, such as high-percentage 
chromium steels, as well as the natural and unavoidable 
porosity and fissures in electroplated chromium coats are 
reasons still delaying their development. 

Copper and its homogeneous alloys—in particular the 
aluminum-free special bronzes and brasses—play a quite sig- 
nificant role in the field of air-liquifäctxpn.as a result 
of their favorable ductile behavior at low temperature and 
their easily controlled behavior on annealing. In this field, 
however, there is in the foreground the question of the 
utilization of austenitic chromium-nickel steels or of 
chromium-jmanganese steels in the place of nonferrous metals 
and aluminum. 

It is noteworthy that the refined steel industries of the 
entire world are considering the further development of low- 
temperature ductile chromium-manganese austenites. Difficulty 
in manufacturing them into sheets and pipes, as well as in 
welding, are the only things hindering the use of chromium- 
manganese austenites in place of copper. In the investments 
up to 1963: rwe still considered copper as the construction 
material for facilities for the liquifaction and separation 
of gases. 
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Primarily-for casting, a notable corisumeir of nonferrous 
metals is indeed—or, more correctly* was—i;he construc- 
tion of apparatuses for ventilators, washers,, rotary pumps, 
rackers, propellers, stirrers, and vaiveS;.,'v However, even 
here there is a tendency to change over to light metals, , 
ferric casts having a high percentage of chromium, or 
austenitic cast chromium-nickel* This development Will be 
strengthened when it is possible to deliver better, denser, 
and more finely granulated castings.     - ; , 

Without question, the production of high-percentage 
chromium and chromium-molybdenum castings as well as austeni* 
tive chromium-nickel^molybdenum castings have3  under a good 
founding procedure, higher resistance to corrosion, wear, 
and cavitation.  . 

Nonferrous metals still:take a leading position in the 
construction of absorbers;- hijat exchangers, preheatersy and 
condensers in industry in the realms of chemistry and power. 
Plated construction materials.have given satisfactory, results 
when used'for the encasements and.bottoms of these apparatuses, 
Muntz metal bottoms are scarcely in existence any longer. 
Brass is the most favorable coristrüctioh material for baffle 
plate sheets. Hot galvanized steel is to be considered as an 
emergency solution. The utilization of igelite (PVC) as a 
construction.material for baffle plates is to cautioned 
against, since under industrial conditions the Polyvinyl- 
chloride can give rise to chlorine which quickly destroys 
nonferrous metals in the bores by hydrogen chloride attack. 

Besides1 copper, the marine alloys having 70 percent cop- 
per, 29 percent zinc, and one percent tim and Ms 72 F35 have 
proved useful as raw construction materials. Recently a . 
Ms 72 F3V was built from CSR.imports which had 72 percent ■ 
copper, 0.9 percent time,' one percent aluminum, and residual 
zinc. This will prove whether, under relatively mild thermic 
stress, it is sufficiently resistant to the,Very strongly 
saline waters of the Saale, which are polluted by the 
wastes of the refrigeration industry. 

In the realm of the food industry, copper has.lost great- 
ly in significance. It is being replaced extensively by 
aluminum, rrust-free and corrosion-resistant steels, enamel, 
glass, porcelain, and—at temperatures up to 80 degrees 
centigrade—plastics.   • 
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Copper is hardly being used any more in the construction 
inudstry for roofs or outdoor encasements. 

As before, nonferroüs metals are irreplaceable as stock 
construction materials because of their good properties in 
functioning. .Since the production of ball bearings and 
rollers bearings is being,energetically pushed, large 
bearings and babbitt bearingB will claim the highest 
quality of ternary lead-tiü^bronzes.and secondary lead- 
bronzes for highspeed madhiries having constant rates of 
revolution, as , for example, internal-combustion engines, 
Diesel motors, compressors, crank shafts, and connecting-rod 
bearings. The insensitiveness of nonferrous metals to dust 
and dirt iä remarkable. 

'i For high-speed friction bearings with v > k$ m/s the WM 
80 compound syätem (lead bronze) stöel is still the best i 
solution for construction materials because öf itö gjfoöd oil 
resonance, and heat transmission. 

Babbitt bearings or large bearings of the ternary lead- 
tin-^bronzes remain recommeridable f©T'grinding machines and 
precision bearings with noiseless motion. For wheel bear- 
ings, link brackets, landing gear bearings, press and bell 
crank with low speeds, cast aluminum and special bronze 
compound castings remain useful as heretofore for measure- 
ments up to one hundred millimeters diameter. For larger 
measurements G Al MBs; large castings are used. 

Large bearings of ternary lead-tin-bronzes for large bores 
(up to 700 millimeters in diameter) for heavy machinery 
with small peripheral speeds and high abrasion may not be 
replaced. This is due to good oil adherence to lead when the 
lead content is over 18 percent. Thus an effective and in- 
destructible oil film is formed. It is necessary to have a 
good lead distribution and a high quality structure for the 
bearing material. This holds for rotary tube bearings, 
crusher bearings, roller-frame bearings, glazing, roller 
bearings, cold-running (kaltgehender) bearings, and mixing 
machine bearings. 

Copper still has undiminished importance as an electric 
conductor. Penetration by aluminum into this area, which 
formerly was reserved exclusively for copperj  has hardly 
yet succeeded in most recent times. 
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Electrical analytical and standardisation techniques are 
causing an increased consumption of nonferrous metals. Even 
though ah individual instance may not require a large amount, 
the diversity of utilization of these techniques and their 
advantages (saveing work'and improving management) will''! 
disclose a valuable market.for purest copper. 

In summary, it may be established that a lessening in 
copper consumption for the construction of apparatuses for 
.large chemical industries is to expected. Copper has also 
lost its pre-eminence for thes manufacture of combustion 
chambers, apparatuses.for the food industry9 and the construc- 
tion of founding apparatuses,. 

On the other hand, copper alloys are still the most 
favorable construction material for heat exchangers. Even 
here, there is nevertheless a growing tendency against the 
use of nonferrous metals with their polyamlde-4 polyethylene-, 
or fluorchloroethylene encasements which specify the usable 
temperatures. The dissipation of heat by the synthetic! 
materials is compensate^.\for by the glass-like surface, the 
possibility of its being'easily cleaned, and the good chemi-* 
cal resistance to industrial conditions (no dezincking and 
voltage breaks, no localized corrosions). 

Bronzes are hardly to be replaced as construction material 
for friction bearings.     * 

•M; Copper, will successfully defend its leading position.as a 
construction material for electrical conductors. Control 
techniques will discover new and diverse possibilities for 
utilizing this metal. 

'$.  Rare Metals and Metal Alloys in the Chemical Industry 
Program 

For the sake of* the completeness of this report, the im- 
portance of nickel, cobalt, titanium, tantalum, and semi- 
conductor materials will be considered. Large chemical in- 
dustries are hopeful of increasing considerably the variety 
of raw materials available by the use of these elements. 

According to significance, nickel would be the first to be 
mentioned. Whether or not the quantitative production of 
sheets, pipes, and wires of purest nickel, monel, nimonil, 
Inconel and the Hastelloy alloys would be worthwhile within 



the scope of the GPR shall be left undecided. With extensive 
demands for austenitic chromium nickel steels with 18,9 Cr Ni, 
19.12 Cr Ni, 16.16 Cr Ni, I8.I8 Cr Ni, 18.22 Cr Ni, 20.25 
Cr Ni, and 16.60 Cr Ni (with or without additional alloyed 
components), the production of purest nickel and its sub- 
sequent processing into the above alloys in the form of 
sheets, strips, pipes, arid wires must be given special at- 
tention. Besides these |lloys, which are eagerly sought 
because of their resistalöe; to corrosion^ alloys based upon 
nickel and/or chromium-tt|bkel that were smelted under vacuum 
and in the subsequent handling were annealed under a protec- 
tive gas play an important role in analytic and controlling 
technology. They are used for heat conduction and tempera- 
ture measurements. Also important are invar and permalloy, 
which have good applicabilities because of their good 
thermic ratio of expansion arid their high magnetic perme- 
ability. 

Furthermore, cobalt is tb be considered within practical 
limits. Efforts to let chemical reactions run their course 
under high pressure at temperatures greater than 650 degrees 
centigrade have failed up to now because appropriate construc- 
tion materials were not available. Their development must 
not be delayed. In the future, the most heat-resistant 
austenites having the approximate alloy composition indi- 
cated (in percent) will be needed. 

Chromium Nickel Molybdenum Cobalt Other Alloy Components 
16     13     2 10 + Nubidium + Tungsten 
16 ..';'  20     3 20 + Nubidium + Tungsten 
20     20      H- k$ + Nubidium ■■+ Tungsten 

Stellites with a high cobalt content, or any hard alloy, will 
be unlikely to be dispensable. 

Because of its resistance to chlorine solutions, acetic 
acid, chloroacetic acid, chromic acid9  hypochloride solu- 
tions, nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, as well as dulfuric 
acid in certain temeerature and concentration ranges, 
titanium in the form of sheets, strips, pipes, or forgings 
has become a hardly dispensable construction material for the 
chemical industry. Of course its high price opposes its ex- 
tensive utilization. Whether it would be worthwhile to erect 
some manufacturing and subsequent processing plants within 
our republic must be cautiously investigated. 
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Tantalum has proven to be a suitable construction material 
for absorption facilities which are charged with hot hydro- 
chloric acid. Since large amounts of tantalum are not re- 
quired for this rare application, the conclusion drawn for 
titanium is also valid here. 

In closing, several other elements feear mentioning. They 
cannot be manufactured in highest purity without a modern 
analytical and standardization technology. The following 
are concerned: selenium for rectifiers, photo-elements, and 
apparatuses for infrared techniques, and the elements sili- 
con, antimony, and germanium which have been utilized; in 
5-Neuner [not identified] purity as semiconductors, which 
are required for diodes and transistors as luminescent 
materials (manganese germenate), as a raw material for wode- 
angle objects, and as a noble metal plummet (Edelmetallot) 
containing 12 percent germanium. 

Gratifying and considerable successes in the manufacture 
of these highly purified elements have been obtained in labora- 
tories in Eisleben. Therefore, our industry is no longer 
dependent upon imports. It is to be hoped that these favor«* 
able developments in metallurgical engineering and chemical 
transitional areas will continually advance and that 
analytical and standardization technology will keep in step 
with the production of highly purified semiconductors. Thus 
the enormous achievements of modern science and technology 
would become useful in their fullest extent to all factories, 
thereby satisfying in all respects the necessities of life. 
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EAST GERMANY . , . 

Finished.Refractory Concrete Parts>-A New Branch of 
The East German Refractories Industry 

[This is a translation of an article by E. 
Kuritzsch and G. Räve in Neue Huette, Vol 
IV, No 9, October 1959, Berlin, pages 623- 
625; CS0:3222~N/cJ 

Ih support of the chemical; industry program, the engin- 
eer? and techhologists of the VEB Silicate and Fireclay 
Factories in Rietschen agreed to be responsible fpr produc- 
ing finished refractory concrete parts and for introducing 
the finished units-to thevcönsi^er industriesi^This, innova- 
tion is significant* especially: now since it helps ^over- 
come the cur^eiitbottlehecffc-in.Refractory products.^ Further- 
more^ in using these finishedvunlts, new ways tfilJ-Je ^ried 
even in the construction of industrial furnaces. Thus the 
goal of developing-large.zie prefabricated units which^can 
be produced, transported, and finally installed^entirely 
mechanically is being pursued. The conventional methods— 
in~ particular the preparation of quickly opening, furnace 
parts with considerable waste of labors-shall herewith be . 
replaced by better ones. ^ 

Refractory concrete is uhderstopd to be a fire-resistant 
concrete which is produced by utilizing pure clay cement. 

The composition of- pure clay cemerit, which is also known 
as pure clay aluminous cementy generally.varies, according 
to H. Kuehl, within the following limitst 5 to 15 percent 
SiOg, 30 to 50 percent AI2O3, 5 to 15 percent Fe203» 1.5 to 

■■2.5 percent Ti02, 35 to ^5 percent CaO, and 0.5 to I.5 per- 
cent MgO.   ■        :';':": 

The pure clay cement delivered from the VEB Electric 
Smelting (Elektroschmelze) in Zschornewitz has the following 
composition, in percents 
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^^n^mm^^^m^^mmmm'rtmmmm 

Percent 

Loss on ignition        0.27 

AI2G3         -*. ^8,72 
FegOß V.88 

CaO 36.95 
MgO            * Q.09 

SO3 0*07 

Indissoluble materials *f,8o 

According to the utilization intended, crude fireproof! 
clay, sillimanite (Sillimanite), chrome ore, and chroiamag- 
nesite may be considered as aggregates for the production 
of finished refractory concrete units. Cantilever construc- 
tion units, such as arch components, covering panels, and 
exhaust gas slides are protected by rounded steel (Figure 1). 

The production of these finished construction units in 
the VEB Silicate and Fireclay Factories in Rietschin takes 
place in a manner unusual for the refractory industry. The 
jar-ramming process as well as the vibration method are uti- 
lized for internal compression. Thus the mixing ratio of 
cement to crude fireproof clay is held at l**f or 1:5. Crude 
fireproof clay, usable as an aggregate up to 1,350 degrees 
centigrade, is utilized in granules up to 15 millimeters in 
size. Although thermic stress is the determining factor for 
the mixing ratio, the grain size of the aggregates varies 
according to the size of the construction unit. Thus, for 
example, for a briquette weighing 100 kilograms, a grain 
size up to 8 millimeters would be used. The granular increase 
of a hatch follows the Litzow curve. The aggregate is ground 
in a ball mill and mixed w/i^h the fireclay cement in a porta- 
ble 250-liter free-falling cement mixer. The water., added 
varies according to the manufacturing process. The weight 
of the finished construction unit depends on the transporta- 
tion possibilities and the specific requirements of the fur- 
nace installation intended for its preparation. ,. Up to the 
present time the largest prefabricated construction unit 
of refractory cement had a weight off 1.3 tons, including 
the steel protection. It was an arched part of a vertical 
ingot-heating furnace (Figures 2 and 3). 
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The prefabricated manner of construction would derive 
particular significance if it succeeded in combining the 
previously small and complicated brick arches into larger 
simple construction units. For economic reasons, the mini- 
mum weight of such finished units must be around 50 kilo- 
grams. Most of the sizes prepared up to now had weights 
between 300 and 600 kilograms. 

Chipping the refractory units after they have set is 
possible only with the greatest difficulty because of their 
high initial solidity of over 350 kp per square centimeter. 
Therefore, the greatest attention must be given to technical 
format questions. Grooved and ribbed shapes are basically 
also producible; however, the thickness of grooved and ribbed 
surfaces must be in accord with the unit weight. This is 
to keep the production and transportation difficulties as 
small as possible 

Refractory concrete units, according to the mixing ratio 
arid the type of aggregate materials, have, at room tempera- 
ture, the properties given in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Quality Factors of Two Different Pure Clay Cement Batches 

Approximate density, in grams per 
cubic centimeter 

Absorption of water, percent 
Total porosity, in percent 
Apparent porosity, in percent 
Resistance to cold compression, in 

kp per cubic centimeter 
Resistance to heating under pressure 

(Druckfeuer) ta/te° C 

Diverging from the behavior of known fireproof materials, 
refractory concrete shows an increase in porosity of about 
150 percent during annealing. The compression passes through a 
minimum as shown in Figure *+. [following page]- This is de- 
pendent upon the alumina fusion properties, upon the chosen 
mixing, and upon the type of heat treatment. The subsequent 
increase in solidity every time indicates the inception of 
vitrified bonding, which occurs in the higher temperature 
regions in place of hydraulic bonding. The behavior of the 
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Batch Number 
I                       II 

2.11 
6.05 

19.7 
12.7 

2.80 
1.85 

12.3 
5.16 

3^0 >+oo 

1,310/1,1*20 1,^20/1,^60 
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Figure h    • 

Course of Resistance to 
Compression of Refrac- 
tory Finished Concrete 
Construction Elements 
during the First Heating 

Test Temperature 

refractory concrete elements under changing temperatures 
and the influence of slags have ;been investigated only to 
a small extent so far. After suitable preparation of these 
construction elements and their eventual protection, their 
stability to temperature changes is at least equal to that 
of fireproof clay construction 'elements of the same size. 
The thermic limits for the utilization of refractory con- 
crete elements on one-sided heating are 1,350 degrees centi- 
grade for FB [refractory concrete] fireproof clay; 1,^50 
degrees centigrade for Sillimanite FB; and 1,600 degrees 
centigrade for chrommagnesite FB. At these temperatures 
the post-contraction of the construction elements was with- 
in the limits which the TGL [not identified] prescribes for 
firebricks. 

Utilization 

Refractory concrete will be used primarily in place of 
firebricks in the temperature range of 300 to 1,200 degrees 
centigrade and in such places where the constructional ad- 
vantages of prefabricated partially and completely finished 
units can be exploited. A new type of preparation using 
refractory finished concrete construction elements has been 
employed to datefor chemical reaction furnaces, for anneal- 
ing furnaces in the treatment of metals, for baking ovens 
in foundries, for calcining kilns for ceramics, for pre- 
paring and covering waste-gas flues, for smoke slide-valves 
of all types, for finished construction unit doors for fur- 
naces, for constructing industrial furnaces, and for pre- 
paring steam boilers. 

While fireclay materials require a delivery time of eight 
weeks, the delivery time for refractory concrete construction 
elements is from four to fourteen days. This is particularly 
important for quick repairs in cases of breakdown. 
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Prefabricated refractory concrete elements can be shipped 
by all the usual means of transportation. Aids in transport- 
ing and assembling these units, such as supports, suspended 
or anchored rods are, according to requirements, embedded in 
the concrete so that the most modern transportation and 
quick assembly are possible. With dry storage the units are 
ready to be assembled immediately* Preheating (tempering) 
of the installed units can be undertaken according to the 
previous standard specifications of the consumer industries* 
The temperature increase may be from 30 to 50 degrees centi- 
grade per hour. 

Photo Captions 

Figure 1. Exhaust gas vent as a finished refractory con- 
crete construction unit with a round steel rein- 
forcement for hanging. Weight: k58.k kilograms. 

Figure 2. Reinforced formed element to be used as a refrac- 
tory concrete vertical ingot heating furnace 
finished construction unit. 

Figure 3. Refractory concrete vertical ingot heating furnace 
finished construction unit with tie rods for 
transporting it five hours after finishing. 
Weight: 1,300 kilograms. 
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h$8&=Tsm. Planning for Electric 

Fowcr In East Germany 

/"This is a translation of an article by 
E.?4arkus in Energietechnik (Power Tech- 
nology ), Vol.IX,No.11.BerlintNovember 
1959, pages 48I-4S6, C-.S.ÖV3406/H J 

un October 1,1959 the People's Chamber adooted the Law 
on the Seven-Year Plan Concerning the Development of 
the National Economy of the-. GDR from 1959 to* 1965. It 
.includes great responsibilities for the oower economy 
<*uch as-a-great increase of electric power oroduction 

' UTV to 63 billion.kilowatt-hours, in 1Q65 which is 3 500 ' 
kilowatt-hours per head of'the peculation. 

In this period new power capacities of b,500 million 
watt must be installed; amönp these are the big 00wer 
stations of Luebbenau with 1,300 million watt and Vet- 
schau with 1,000 million watt (1,200 million watt by 
1966;, J*>ecial peak load oower stations with a total 
performance of anoroximately 900 million watt must be 
nut into service"tb"iroorove supoly during neak requi- 
rement neriods. The compound and distribution system 
must be preatly expanded for all voltages; 330 kilo- 
volt surface, ducts will be laid for the first time in 
the GDR. 

These responsibilities formulated on the basis of so- 
cialist olanning, are not at all arbitrary; they are 
based on research conducted on objective recv.irements. 
Needs and oroduction are combined in s national econo- 
my balance which is similar to an eouation system with 
numerous terms. The.following analysis is concerned 
with the laws of one of these terms, namely the load 
conditions of electric oower producers and transformers. 

In the period under study electric power requirements are 
constantly on the increase. The always limited production vo- 
lume of the national economy is increasingly used by invest- 
ments and operational materials required for meeting these 
needs. 
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Higher requirements can be met only by favorable national 
investments if load conditions have been studied in regard to 
their structure and development and the observed laws are ta- 
ken into account in long-term planning. The structure of the 
load conditions includes quantity, time and local require- 
ments. 

This time the study of the load structure does not start 
from an integration of the various consumers but considers 
the observed curve of the annual load in a certain geogra- 
phic district a marginal requirement curve. The analysis 
is concentrated on the laws governing the type and develop« 
ment of the curve accurately reflecting the load structure. 
The basis of the analysis is formed by the statistical cur- 
ves of the GDR for 1956,1957 and 1953. 

The load curve or line of 1956 is the first which was 
established for the total load of the GDR. (Figure 1). It 
was made possible only by a socialist organisation of the 
previously divided power economy. The curve gives an impor- 
tant insight into the load structure. However, still more 
important are the changes observed on the basis of a com- 
parison of the annual lines of 1956, 1957 and 195B  (Fi- 
gure 2). 

The fluctuations of the annual curves permit conclusions 
in regard to their tendency of development. This makes it 
possible for us to check future annual curves resulting 
from the integration of planned requirements, in regard to 
their realism. 

In particular, it will be possible to find future mar- 
ginal curves of requirements without knowing the details 
of the various consumers; we assume only a steady and pro- 
portional development of the annual curves. Then there is 
the possibility of finding the annual curve of a certain 
region for which no statistical curve is available, on the 
basis of analogies with adequate accuracy. 

On the basis of future marginal curves obtained in this 
manner, conclusions can be drawn for a kind of expansion 
of available power stations which is the most favorable 
one for the national economy. 

This requires an analysis of the annual curves and the 
replacement of their irregular statistical shape by a mathe- 
matical curve with adequate accuracy. The average annual load 
is taken as a mean ordinate for this curve; in Table 1 it 
is computed for the years covered by thestetisties; it is 
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confronted with the mean ordinate of the curves in Figure 2. 
The average value of the three deviations is 2.1 percent and 
can be considered negligible in this analysis» 

Table 1 

lear J£j6_JL2£L_J£5L_. 

Annual Production A  (Kill.MWh)*) 31.2        32.7        34.6 
Hours per Year T»a (h) 6,734      0,760      0,760 

Average Load ^average"-A~  (MW> 3,560      3,730      3,950 fc      Ta 
With T«-§-the mean or- 
dinate or the statistical 
curve is _Pa_ {my- 3^Q      y^QQ     U^Q 

Deviation 1 - faxecage—   {%) 2.5    l.ß    2.0 
Pa 
~T 

*) According to "Statistisches Jahrbuch der DDRM (Statistical 
Year Book of the GDR) 

An example for the load construction is given in Figure 3 
with the curve for 195# for the saine area. It is- a trapeze 
whose surface is increased or reduced to the extent of the 
same value by a quadratic parabola. The corresponding sta- 

tistical curve was entered in the figure for reasons of com- 
parison; for our analysis the small deviations are neglibible. 

The mathematical formula of the annual curve can be estab- 
lished on the basis of two data, i.e. the annual maximum load 
Praax and the mean load P.,vera2e» 

in suci* a manner that, the 
structure of the load can' Be Recognized. Figure 4 shows the 
mathematical form of the statistical curves of Figure 2. 

On the planned or probable development of the annual maxi- 
mum load and the average load, it is now possible to estab- 
lish future shapes of annual curves and to read from these 
the structure of the loads to be expected. For certain re- 
gions such as besirks, kreises or cities, for which no stati- 
stics! curve is available but for which we have the annual 
MXiffiUffi i°ad rn'^ the average load, the approximate annual 
curve can be entered to reniace theä^tistical curve. 
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An examole is given by the annual curve of the GDR for 
1965. The statistical values of Table 2 are taken as a ba- 
sis. We recognise that, the annual maximum load rises faster 
than the average load. The average annual growth rate is 

Table 2 

Year  -  1954   1957   1956 

Annual Maximum Load Pmax     (KW)')4,650  4,935  5,420 
Growth over 1956 100    106,1  116.6 
Average Load Paverace from Table 1 average        {m)    ^^^      ^^Q      3^Q 

Growth over 1956 100   104.6  110.0 

Load Factor m = ~££p2~-£-  (%) 76,3   75,6   72.9 

♦) According to "Statistisches Jahrbuch der UDR" (Statistical 
Year Book of the GDR). 

computed according to the equation 

p 
--S. - 1 

o 

v  - Annual Growth Rate 
n - Number of Years 
Pn« Load in Year n 
P0- Load in first Year 

V-ith the values of Table 2 for the increase in maximum load 
P i?_jyir»165 - 1 * 6.0 %  compared to the average load with 
'7' 1,100 - 1 » 4*95». The ratio is 1.63. 

As thev are, these values cannot be taken as a basis for 
future developments because the period which was evaluated, 
is too short** For the seven years up to 1965 the annual growth 
rate of the average load can be assumed with 9.0 percent, for 
examole, and the ratio, on the basis of the annual maximum, 
with" 1.20, as a result of other factors depending on each other 
in the olanning of the national economy, which will not be 
analized here. The above permits us to compute the annual 
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growth rate of the maximum load at 1,20 x 9*0 s 10.6 percent. 

This is an increase, of the average load to (1 + p}n a 
1.09' * 163 percent and of the annual maximum load at 1,106? 
= 205 percent» over 1956. For-1965 we compute 

^average m 1*03 x 3,950 = 7,220 (MW) 
(or Aa * 1.63 x 34.0 « 63.3 (Mill.M&h) and 
pmax = 2*°5 x 5,420 « 11,100 (MW). 

The corresponding annual curve can now be entered« (Figure 5). 

In  planning projects it is frequently more advantageous 
to compute with relative figure and not with absolute values. 
On the abscissa time refers to the possible number of hours 
during the year and on the ordinate the load refers to the 
annual maximum load. The scales-are -|» and -E- , both in 
percent. For the analysis of the annual curv&gax this value 
is particularly useful as it serves as an important basis 
for further conclusions.  It must be pointed out that the 
given formation of the annual curve of approximately m - 
45 up to 100 percent, can be applied. 

Figure 6 shows the annual curves 1956,. 1957 and 1956 in 
their mathematical form referred to the relative values. 
V-Je start the computation with the load factors found from 
the statistical values. See Table 2, The planned annual 
curve for 1965 is also entered. Its load factor can be 
directly cormuteci from the corresponding value of 1958 
at n „ ~|j&— 72.9 s £5tl ptreent. 

In exactly the same manner the approximate mathematical' 
annual curves can be obtained from the known load factors 
to be entered for districts for which no statistic curves 
are available such as Halle and Neubrandenburg (Figure 7). 
In 1958 these two districts showed the highest and lowest 
load factor respectively: Halle 83.5 percent and Neubranden- 
burg 46.2 percent. The GDR curve for 19§6 is given as a com- 
oarison. The high load factor of the Halle district is ex- 
olained by the chemical industry, the low factor in Heubran- 
denburg by the preponderantly agricultural structure of this 
district. 

The load factor is a reflection of the origin of the re- 
quirements« If the changes in the load factor"can be seen 
we can also establish, the future form of the annual curve. 

The type of annual curve gives us an insight into the 
structure of load conditions of a geographical region and 
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into the type of need of electric power; moreover, it gives 
us the possibility to draw conclusions for the required po- 
licies in connection with the power stations to be made avai- 
lable» This requires 'an  analysis of the annual curve- or the 
load factor. ?      -.. 

The load factor corresponds to the mean load of power ca- 
pacities and provides us with data on the duration of consump- 
tion in terms of time, A high load factor is desirable because 
it means a high degree of utilisation of the stations» However, 
its value depends on the origin of the planned needs and can 
be changed by further planning and controlling measures within 
certain"ranges only« 

Unlike initial assumptions, a load factor of 100 percent 
is not possible In a planned economy because part of the re- 
quirements depend upon natural conditions such as daylight, 
temperature and ways of life. The requirements of electric 
nower could not be met by arbitrarily increasing the value 
öf the load factor for the available power stations to find 
a balance between requirements and production» 

If the annual maximum load which can be computed from the 
maximum value of the load factor, which cannot be exceeded, 
is paralleled only by 90 percent of power capacity, we have 
no choice other than reducing requirements in the peak or 
basic ranges artificially by ten percent. Figure 8. In the 
former case it will have a direct impact on the population; 
in the latter case the effect will be indirect, i.e. industri- 
al production will be curtailed. The objective must be to meet 
the overall need for electric power with efforts which are 
the most favorable ones for the national economy. 

For the greater part, presently available capacities origi- 
nate from the period when the power economy was divided up. 
If we divide the operational surface of the annual curve of 
195$ into differential surface strips with a width of 

A?   AfST) 

(Figure 9), the marginal value of A P. does not tend toward 
0 but corresponds to the load of one turboset unit. 

The width ordinates of the surface strips are proportional 
to the ordinates of the summation curve. This means that with 
established power capacities not belonging to the planned eco- 
nomy, the fluctuations in the total load must , in general, 
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1 

Differential Divi- Division into Figure Examp- Figure Examp- 
sion of Coeratio- Basic,Average   le 1956     ie 1965 
nal Surface of An- and Peak Loads 
nual Curve 1958 

t- %**• 

Soitze - Peak 

be absorbed by each turooset. 

This factor determined the technical design of the' turbo- 
sets. In most cases the best efficiency degree of the turbi- 
ne was planned for the total load factor of the combined sy- 
stem, for examole for m * 70 percent and the more complica- 
ted charging organization was preferred. 

If the power  caoacities are to be developed in a planned 
manner, it would not be appropriate to continue with these 
principles because they do not lead us to the solution which 
is the most advantageous one for the national economy* It 
would not be appropriate to continue to divide the operatio- 
nal surface of the annual curve into surface strips as shown 
in Figure 9; to arrive at new asoects it will be approoriate 
to divide the surface into three greatly differing areas (fi- 
gure 10). 

The first area corresnonds, on the whole, to one third of 
the annual hours, i.e. T = 0 to 33.3 percent; the second oart 
T * 33.3 to 66.6 oercent, and the third oart T - 66.6 to 100 
percent. Thev are the areas with peak, average and basic loads 
whose marginal ordinates cross the annual curve at imoortant 
noints. 
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The abscissas running through these points cut out the va- 
lues of the oeak, average and basic loads defining the corres- 
ponding annual operational ranges. Their values can be found 
the graphical way. However, it will be approoriate to give them 
in an analytical manner because they are sinrole to find as li- 
near functions of the load factor. 

The load factor is 

m 
^average     ^a      "^m 

pmax     ^max x ™a    La 

1. Relative figures of the annual maximum factors: 
Pspiui«      . 1 — m       5 ,, 
iir-*-*-■-»--1 <«-*) 

______ 8 _________ 

Pr.fomt \ — m 

r*ma* 6 

" Soitze - Peak    Mittellast - Average Load Grund -Basic 

2. Relative figures of the annual production factors: 
•jj(l - n,\Pmnj-T. 

At                 m • fm» • Ta 

5 1 - m 
54    m ~ 

1-m             1 _ 

A,       "      mP«,„-T, 
1 - m 

6 m 

Am                     m • Pmmx ' Ta 

S 1 - m 
~54~"m 

1*l-m 
■ Äl~5S    m 

3. Relative figures of the factor of duration of consumption 
= load factor of annual maximum load factor: 

TaSms _ __•_•__. _ £*-W«_ - «»pit*. - i 
T.    Pspit«-r,  Papiu. 9 

.««'«-V« _ _d__*J_*„ _ VMi"'»V' - mM„lrtta,_i. 
T, PMittMU.lT.        /'MillMtnl 2 

?!-___ _ ______ - _«._a-",, ._• mo™nd 
Tm PGrend-T«        f'ttnmit 

_1'* L" _ 
- __„__.-„ 
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(Onlv the last eouation is apparently less simple than the 
other eouations; however, its numerator and nominator are 
available from previous equations.) 

It is intended to give the relative figures of the annual 
curves of 195&v and 19&5 as an example. 

1. 195ß (Figure 11) ra = 72.9 percent. 

''«pin.     r> , 
., I - 0,729, = 22,6% "m«        6 

^Viit'ttMi      1 — 0,729 
9.0% 

7W = °-'W 6—= 68,4% 

■4spii„ _ 5 1 - 0,72'J 
A. ~ ~ 54 ~0V729~ = 3,4% 

•-(NidHiMi     1 - 0.729 ; 

'». 54     0,729        W,%% 

-MMU« = TB^SSS.     *      50,0% 

m.      .. _ 7"«» Gn.nd      0,904 „„„     „„ 
"'""""' = -r.— - o,«84 °'729 - *'S* 

*£.  1965   (Figure 12) m - 65.1 percent. 

^S=*(|_o.«5i)-i».l% 
I'mm*        v 

'   PMillrllaM        1 -- 0,651   _,,,,, 

^=■5? = 0,65t - l~"S51 - 59,S% 

/»nriu»      5   1 ~ 0,651      _ft 

A.—B-saBr--w% 

/tMiHrllut 1—0,651        -- 
"AT"'   6  0.651   =8,9% 

■4r,r»r..i  ' 14 1 -0.651     „. 
.-1, 54     0,651 

_ .               Tm Sf.it».       1   _ 1. ,,, "»Spin» ~    "7       H.»% 
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»M...IU« - £»£-".•« =*1 ~ 50,0* 

»«,«<« Lfe« m l!g 0 6M m M i% 

It can be seen that the peak load factor increases from 
22.6 percent of the annual maximum load in 1958 to 29,1 per- 
cent in 1965. The basic load factor, on the other hand, de- 
creases from 68.4 to 59.3 percent. 

The peak load factor is only 3.4 percent of the annual 
nrocuction in 195Ö. In 1965 this value increases to 5.0 per- 
cent. On the other hand, the basic factor is 90.4 percent 
in 195s and 86.1 percent in 1965. The proportion of mean con- 
sumption duration of the peak load to the annual duration 
and the load factor of the peak load factor respectively 
is 11.1 percent of the basic load factor,in 1958 96.3 per- 
cent and in 1965 94.5 percent. 

With these equations it is possible, if the load factor 
m is known, to find the various load indices. They are rea- 
listic in an approximate manner providing valuable data for 
long-term planning in regard to the values to be expected. 
On the other hand, conclusions may be drawn from these load 
indices in regard to the technical design of the power plants, 

In regard to the result of the analysis the solution 'which 
is the most advantageous one for the national economy', must 
specialize the power stations for clearly defined responsi- 
bilities; this would deviate from the practice of the past, 
when they were prepared for all kinds of load cases(1), This 
means that for the consideration of basic, average and peak 
loads, separate power stations must be established. The lat- 
ter can then be equipped with optimal capacity for their spe- 
cific responsibilities of technical and economic nature. 

The basic load must be absorbed by special basic power sta- 
tions whose maximum efficiency degree,is not designed for the 
load factor of the annual maximum but for the basic load fac- 
tor only. In the case of 1965 94.5 percent must be taken as 
a basis and not m ■ 65.1 percent. 

It is clear that the corresponding load factors for the 
average load factor with m ■ 50 percent and the peak load 
factor with m - 11.1 percent necessitate completely different 
technical responsibilities. It is absolutely appropriate to 
establish special plants for these types of loads which must 
also greatly deviate from each other in regard to investment 
indices. This means that, for example, low load factors must 
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be couoled with low investment indices. 

Condensation power .'stations can be' transformed to basic 
load stations; with coal heating it would be appropriate to 
erect them near coal pits. As far as we know,up to the pre- 
sent, atomic power stations must be included in this. Indu- 
strial power stations supplying heat which operate for a 
static level of consumption, belong to the basic power sta- 
tions only in regard to their counterpressure operations. 

The public heating and industrial power stations belong 
to the average load stations. The variable loads have a de- 
termining effect on the design of the boilersand turbines 
where the most important aspect is no longer the best effi- 
ciency but the capacity to adapt to changed loads. 

In the analysis the peak load power stations must be con- 
sidered vital points. The peak load factor of 29.1 percent 
in 1965 is a load of approximately 0.291 x 11,100 -3,230(MW). 
It cannot be justified to.use powerstations for this load 
or to build such plants which are erected with the usual 
investment indices and then charged with m *  11.1 percent. 

The investment index of the pump-fed power stations de- 
pends on local conditions. It may be commensurate for big 
steam power plants but also be more favorable. At present 
storage efficiency is approximately 65.0 percent; this is 
a fuel loss of 35 percent. Natural conditions in the GDR do 
not permit at all that fast increasing peak loads are outba- 
lanced in the power balance with pump-fed storage capacities 
alone. Moreover, the geographical situation of the possible 
oump-fed stations does not always coincide with the center 
of reouirements so that transformer stations with a low load 
factor are also needed. Particular attention must be given 
to the fact that the peak load problem in the GDR, on the 
whole, is not concerned with daily fluctuations but with sea- 
sonal load fluctuations; on the other hand, pumpstorage plants 
serve the daily equalization. 

Mich more important is the increasing possibility of using 
gas turbines to absorb neak loads, usually, their index is lo- 
wer than that of the pump-fed stations. They can be set up at 
the load center. Transformers are not necessary. The exhaust- 
heat of the p;.as  turbines can also be made useful. 

Condensation machines; have particularly low investment 
figures when they are put up at nower stations to absorb peak 
loads, as far as these stations serve the heat supply. As it 
is known, the investment figure of the additional condensa- 
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tion units set up, is only approximately 0.10 to 0.15 rail- 
lion deutsche mark/MW, on the basis of an existing counter- 
ores sure plant. 

The machinery may be designed as exhaust or bleeder tur- 
bines, in some cases also as simple condensation units. They 
make it possible to fully utilize existing capacity at all 
times; they are very important for the absorption of peak 
loads and the adjustability of power supply and the ooera- 
tional safety of the station. 

The fuel consumption of the power station does not in- 
crease to an insignificant extent because the condensation 
unit, seen separately, operates with a low load factor. Then 
the overall load factor of the power station moves from the 
basic to the average load range. 

To expand transformer plants to an extent which is justi- 
fiable in terms of the nations! economy, the location for 
all cower stations raust, in principle, be as near to the 
need areas as possible. However,, a deviation from this orin- 
ciple is required in the interest of a favorable supply1 with 
fuel such as oil and water. 

The big basic load stations fceated with coal and operating 
on condensation basis, must be located in the vicinity of coal 
oits (orharbors). In the case of atomic energy this aspect is 
irrelevant. In the present stage of research it cannot"be said 
to what extent the power stations should be in the vicinity 
of the center of need,in connection with the protection against 
radiation. 

In principle, the heat supplying stations must be near the 
center of heat requirements (2). Frequently, the center of 
electric power requirements coincides with it so that the oeak 
capacity of these power stations can be utilized in a parti- 
cularly economical manner. 

If the center of need is distant, transformer stations are 
required. In the first place and in principle, the latter roust 
be erected for absorbing basic loads. The tendency must be 
to meet peak loads from local resources so that investments 
for extending the combined system can be kept as low as oossibl« 
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1 

Summary 

The analysis was made en the basis of the annual curve 
of the total requirements of the GDR in regard to electric 
power» particularly with the aid of the load factor, iron 
which ail other indices can be deduced. The covered ten- 
dency of development of the load factor makes it possible 
for us to arrive at the necessary conclusions for long- 
term planning of power plants (3)* 

In conclusion it may be said that a. socialist organiza- 
tion of the previously divided electric power econonry has 
öoened uo new aspects for the technical policy of the power 
»3ants in regard to rationalization» These neif aspects re- 
fer to the specialisation of power .capacities, in accordan- 
ce with the load structure, for a separate absorption of 
basic, average and peak loads. The selection of the loca- 
tion for specialised production plants results from the 
necessity of minimum investment, for transformer stations. 
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